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ABSTRACT

The objectives of this study are to analyze the effects of various government

policies and external shocks on the movement of equilibrium real exchange rates under

conditions of financial repression. Two main topics are addressed. First, the reaction

of the equilibrium real exchange rate to trade and capital market liberalization policies,

as well as to changes in governmentconsumption, are examined under the condition of

financial repression. This is undertaken in the framework of a general equilibrium

intertemporal model. Second, an empirical application is provided using Korean data

to test empirical implications of the theoretical model.

The proposed model of the equilibrium real exchange rates is a variant of

Edwards' (1991) model, extended to incorporate financial repression. Various

comparative static analyses are undertaken and some important implications are

derived. Under financial repression, the effects of government policies, including

liberalization policies and expenditure changes, may result in real exchange rate

changes that are contrary to the conventional wisdom. Deregulation of interest rates in

the presence of other distortions may also generate a result contrary to the traditional

wisdom.

Empirical studies using Korean quarterly data over the past 24 years (1970 - 1993)

support some implications derived in the comparative static analysis. The empirical

model find that in Korea, since 1980, trade liberalization effect on the real exchange
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rate has been changed, from real depreciation to ambiguity. This implies that trade

liberalization under financial repression may not result in a real depreciation, contrary

to the conventional wisdom.

The results of the theoretical work and the empirical estimation suggest a number of

policy implications for Korea and other developing countries. First, a developing

country under financial repression should anticipate the effect of each economic

liberalization measure on the real exchange rate which may be different than that of

previous studies. Based on an understanding of this anticipated effect, each developing

country should attempt to find a countermeasure in order to avoid an unwanted

misalignment of the real exchange rate. Especially, in Korea, it is necessary to analyze

the anticipated effects in detail to cope with the accelerated financial liberalization

scheduled in the near future.
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CHAPTER!

INTRODUCTION

Sincethe advent of the generalized floating exchange rate system in 1973, real exchange

rates between major industrial countries have been very volatile. Various structural models

based on the recent theoretical framework - the monetary approach (in flexible-price, sticky

price, and real interest differential formulations), the macroeconomic model in the tradition of

Mundell-Fleming, the new classical approach and the equilibrium approach - have been

proposed to explain this exchange rate volatility. However, none of these approaches gives a

truly satisfactory explanation of exchange rate volatility under a floating exchange rate system

(Dornbusch, 1989). Furthermore, some recent studies argue that the exchange rates in

developed countries follow a random walk.' In developing countries, giventhe fluctuations in

the exchange rates of major currencies, the authorities have adjusted the nominal exchange

rates of their currencies more frequently than in the past to cope with external shocks and

higher inflation within these countries. Despite adjustment of nominal exchange rates, many

developing countries have also experienced serious fluctuations in real exchange rate due to a

variety ofadverse external shocks suchas oilprice swings.

In developing countries, standard exchange rate determination theories under a floating

exchange rate system can not be applied directly, because these countries are still using the

managed floating exchange rate system or currency peg system. There are two main

approaches in the exchange rate policy in developing countries (Corden, 1990). One is the

'nominal anchor approach," which used to be known as international monetarism. This
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approach is based on the purchasing powerparity (PPP) theory that the exchange rate anchors

the domestic inflation rate to the inflation rate of trading partnercountries.i The other is the

'teal target approach," based on theKeynesian view that the nominal exchange rate can be and

should be used together with other policy instruments as an instrument to attain real

objectives.'

There is theoretical support for each respective approach. However, as the monetary

approach lost the ability to explain exchange rate fluctuations due to economic liberalization

process of the Southern Cone countries (Argentina, Chile and Uruguay), many developing

countries have tried to use the real exchange rate as the important policy variable. Many

institutions including the International Monetary Fund(IMF) andthe World Bankalso suggest

a real target approach. In a small openeconomy, a stable real exchange rate can achieve and

maintain international competitiveness and so ensure a viable balance of payments which is

essential for economic growth. Recently, Cottani et al. (1990) and Ghura and Grennes (1993)

show some empirical evidence that many developing countries that experienced high real

exchange rate volatility have suffered from higher levels of macroeconomic instability and

lowerratesofeconomic growth. Tothe extent that for many developing countries, the balance

of payments is a binding constraint, their exchange rate policy needs to be aimed at protecting

external competitiveness. This competitiveness canbest be assessed by the real exchange rate

movements. Therefore, many developing countries use the real exchange rate as an important

policy variable to achieve macroeconomic goals such as income and employment growth.

(Aghevli et al., 1991, Kim, 1992). Accordingly, a growing body of theoretical and empirical

studies have attempted to explain the behavior of the real exchange rates in developing
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countries since the 1980s, especially sincea number of developing countries attempted to alter

their economic structure through economic liberalization. Most studies were focused on

determination of the real exchange rates and on the effects of monetary and real factors.

However, these studies have passed over the condition of the domestic financial market, which

might play an important roleinrealexchange ratedetermination,

Previous studies have not considered the existence of financial repression (government

controls on interest rates in the domestic financial market) which is a typical stylized fact in

developing countries. Financial repression exists both in the countries which have failed to

complete financial deregulation such as some Southern Cone countries, and also, to a certain

degree, incountries which have supposedly beensuccessful in financial deregulation. Financial

marketsin developing countries are still underdeveloped and theirfinancial prices are distorted

by policy-induced restrictions. The WorldBankWorld Development Report (1989) noted that

in these financially repressed economies relatively few types offinancial assets are available to

economic agents. The reportalsonoted that interest ratesarecontrolled or strongly influenced

by the government inthesecountries.

Financial repression and the existence of underdeveloped financial markets in developing

countries can play important roles in determining the behavior of real exchange rates. Under

the condition of repressed domestic interest rates, the discount rate for consumption should be

increased by low deposit rates. On the contrary, the discount rate for production should be

decreased by high marginal loan rates. These changes distort the intertemporal allocation of

consumption and production. These distortions provide a different channel through which

various government policies and external shocks affect the real exchange rate. The mechanism
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is different than that which is predicted under the standard model which considers only well

functioning financial markets. Under financial repression, distortions have an additional impact

on the equilibrium real exchange rate, which canoperate in a direction opposite to the impact

which appears in the standard model.

The purpose of thisdissertation is to analyze theeffects of the various government policies

and external shocks on the movement of equilibrium real exchange rates under conditions of

financial repression.

In this dissertation, the focus is on howthe equilibrium real exchange rate can be affected,

theoretically and empirically, by introducing financial repression within an endogenous real

exchange rate model based on Edwards (1989, 1991). Two main topicsare addressed in this

study. First, we examine howthe existence offinancial repression impacts the equilibrium real

exchange rate adjustment to both external shocks and various government policies. These

include trade and capital market liberalization policies, as well as fiscal policy. This is all done

in the framework of a general equilibrium intertemporal model. Second, we test some of the

empirical implications ofthis theoretical model forthecase ofKorea.

After rapid growth during the 1960s - 1970s, theKorean economy experienced structural

adjustment in the early 1980s. Since then, monetary and fiscal policies have been adopted

which are not as expansionary as earlier policies. Tight control hasbeenmaintained on money

supply growth. The increase in government expenditures and fiscal deficits have also been

limited. At the same time, the Korean government has implemented economic liberalization

policies, which include relaxation of trade controls, as well as the promotion of capital and

domestic financial markets. Most significant has been the substantial relaxation of trade
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controls during the past decade. Interest rate deregulation, the main feature of the domestic

financial market liberalization, hasbeen slow and delayed. Government control of the domestic

interest rates - financial repression - has been maintained. Under financial repression, the

Korean economy has been subject to highly volatile fluctuations in real exchange rates even

though these fluctuations have not been as severe as thoseexperienced by the Southern Cone

countries.

In Korea, the stabilization of the real exchange rate to maintain competitiveness has been

the main concern. The Korean economy relies heavily on exports. In the early stage of

development, throughout 1960s - 1970s, export-oriented policy was emphasized under the

fixed or single peg system. Since the 1980s, the Korean government has adopted a real target

approach with the introduction of a managed floating exchange rate system. In spite of the

changes in the exchange rate system, stabilization of the real effective exchange rate remains a

principal goal of Korea's foreign exchange rate policy. The authorities have also sought to

improve the current account balance. Nam (1993) shows that in Korea there is a close

relationship between the movement of real effective exchange rates andthegrowth rates of real

exports over the past thirty years (1962 - 1991). Nam also shows that Korea's economic

growthhasbeendependent onthe rapid growth ofexports underan outward orientation.

Here, we shall clearly establish an implication of the model by showing a different channel

through which policy changes affect the real exchange rate under financial repression. This

finding carries some policy implications which should be communicated to the developing

countries that are promoting liberalization policies. We shall proceed as follows: In Chapter 2,

we perform a review of the literature on real exchange rate determination. We discuss both
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theoretical and empirical studies. In Chapter 3, we present a theoretical framework from which

comparative static results are derived. In Chaper 4, we provide the Korean experience,

exchange rate movement and policy changes. We also review the financial structure and

studies of exchange rate determination in Korea. In Chapter 5, empirical estimation of real

exchange rate determinants in the caseof Koreais provided. In Chapter 6, concluding remarks

are provided.
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ENDNOTES

1 MeeseandRogoff(1983, 1988) andTaylor (1988).

2 That is, the exchange rateis adjusted on the basis of some predetermined scale to affect the
inflation differential withtrading partner countries, andit constrains domestic monetary policy.

3 Such as an appropriate (non-inflationary) level of demand for home-produced goods and
services (internal balance) and desired current account target.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON THE REAL EXCHANGE RATE
DETERMINATION

2.1 Concepts of the Real Exchange Rate

There have been a number of alternative definitions of the real exchange rate in the

economic literature. Although the real exchange rate is always defined as a relative price which

indicates the external competitiveness of a country, there are some disagreements on which

relative price should be called the real exchange rate. In this section, we review the three

important definitions ofthe real exchange rate.

Traditionally the real exchange rate is based on the concept of purchasing power parity

(pPP). In this context, the real exchange rate is basically the nominal exchange rate corrected

by the ratio ofthe foreign and domestic price level. 1 The real exchange rate in the context of

PPP is defined as:

where RER isthe real foreign exchange rate

(2.1)

E is theforeign exchange currency pricein nominal terms

P is theindex of domestic price levels

p. is the index offoreign price levels
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In the literature, different proxies havebeenused for p. and P. Edwards(l988b) noted that

four alternative price indexes have been traditionally suggested as possible candidates for the

construction ofa PPP - based real exchange rate: (a) consumer price indexes (CPIs) at home

and abroad, (b) wholesale priceindexes (WPIs), (c) GDP deflators, and (d) wage rate indexes.

In most instances it has been suggested to use the same indexfor the foreign and the domestic

country respectively. Edwards (1988b) alsonoted that the most commonly used index of the

real exchange rate based on PPP is that constructed using both foreign and domestic CPIs as

the relevant price indices.

Recently many authors including Dornbusch (1974, 1980), Frenkeland Mussa (1984) and

Neary and Purvis (1983) have defined the real exchange rate in the context of models of

dependent economies, as the relative price ratio between tradable and nontradable goods.

Assuming that the law ofone price holdsfor tradables and that there are no taxes on trade, the

real exchange rate is defined bytheseauthors as:

(2.2)

where p· t is the worldpriceof tradable goods

Pn is the domestic priceof nontradable goods

The central postulate of thisdefinition is that the relative price ratio (p·t / Pn) represents the

domestic cost of consuming and producing tradable goods. Thus, the ratio is a summary

measure of the incentives guiding allocation between the two major sectors of an economy.
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When the price of tradable goods rises in relation to nontradable goods, consumers have less

incentive to consume tradable goods while producers have increased incentives to produce

tradable goods. The increase in the relative prices results in a decrease in the demand for

tradable goods and a rise in the supply of tradable goods. Starting from an equilibrium

position, a rise in the real exchange rate means that there is a new incentive to produce more

tradable goods in the domestic economy. The real exchange rate in this context then, can be

considered as the degree of competitiveness of the tradable goods sector of the domestic

economy. An increase in the nominal exchange rate is considered to be an increase in the real

exchange rate (real depreciation) if the price of nontradable goods is not immediately brought

into line with that of tradable goods. In this case, this country has an advantage of external

competitiveness, which leads to animprovement inthe current account.

This definition of an alternative real exchange rate has become quite popular recently?

However, when we use this definition, we face a more difficult measurement problem.

Namely, what are the appropriate proxies for the price of tradables and nontradables. This is

because all countries do not formulate price statistics based on this classification, tradables and

nontradables. We can not directly measure the price of tradables and nontradables. Some

authors such as Harberger (1986) and Diaz-Alejandro (1986) have suggested using the

domestic consumer price index (CPI) as a proxy for the price of tradables, and a foreign

wholesale or producer price index (wpI or PPI) as a proxy forthe world price oftradables.

On the other hand, another definition of the real exchange rate is suggested by Harberger

(1986). He employed the real exchange rate as the nominal exchange rate deflated by the

general domestic price index.
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(2.3)

wherePd is the general domestic price index.

Harberger argues that when the real exchange rate is defined as EIPd, identical methods to

analyze the effects of disturbances on the real exchange rate can be applied whether a country

is operating under a fixed or flexible exchange rate regime. Harberger argues that the concept

E/Pd isexceedingly robust. That is, using it, one canhandle essentially all types ofdisturbances

originating in the domestic economy andbasically anyrelevant disturbance originating abroad.

And he notes that the only flaw in using E/Pd as the general and definitive concept of the real

exchange rate is the fact that its equilibrium valuefalls when thereisgeneralworld inflation.'

2.2 Determinants of the Real Exchange Rate

In this section, we review the theoretical models for real exchange rate determination since

the adoption of the floating exchange rate system. We also review the empirical studies that

focus on recent realexchange rate fluctuations.

2.2.1 Theoretical Models

Recent experience of real exchange rate volatility brought forth some new theoretical

explanations of real exchange rate determination. Theoretical models on the determination of

the real exchange rate vary with the different concepts of the real exchange rate. The
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Monetary Approach with Sticky Prices (so-called disequilibrium approach) is frequently used

to explain movements in the realexchange ratebased on the PPP concept.

According to this Monetary Approach with Sticky Prices, a change in the realexchange rate

occurs in response to changes in the nominal exchange rate because of slow nominal price

adjustment. That is, the interaction of monetary shocks and sticky nominal prices creates an

implied variability in the real exchange rate. Dornbusch (1976) presents a theoretical model

based on this approach. Dornbusch argues that the interaction of nominal shocks with price

stickiness in thegoods market is a potentially important sourceofthe variation in realexchange

rates. Dornbusch explains that initial changes in real exchange rate due to sluggish price

adjustment are reversed subsequently as nominal prices reach a new equilibrium level. Mussa

(1984) presents a similar model which illustrates the phenomenon of exchange rate

overshooting in responseto monetary disturbances which inducetemporary disturbances from

PPP. Frankel (I979) developed a general monetary exchange rate model that accommodates

the flexible price and sticky monetarist models as special cases. Hooper and Morton (1982)

developed a model of exchange rate determination by extending the Dornbusch - Frankel

model to allow for large and sustained changes in real exchange rates. Based on the Sticky

PriceMonetary Approach, they triedto relate changes in the real exchange rate to changes in

the currentaccount throughthe mechanism ofexpectations and changes in the riskpremium.

The Monetary Approach with Sticky Prices assumes PPP is valid in the long run for

nominal shocks, but in the short run, monetary induced deviations from PPP occur. This

approach implies that nominal changes, such as changes in the nominal exchange rate, can
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change the real exchange rate. By implication, then, the relationship between nominal and real

exchange rate changes areexploitable bygovernments.

In linewith this, as the evidence of deviations of the real exchange rate from PPP is widely

accepted not onlyin the short-term butalso in the long-term, someofthe literature argues that

long-term deviation ofreal exchange ratefromPPP is inherently governed by real disturbances.

Productivity differentials between the tradable and non tradable sectors have been recognized

as a primary factor to induce the change in real exchange rate. That is, ifproductivity in the

tradable sector grows more rapidly than in the non tradable sector, the price of nontradables

rises more than the price oftradables. The productivity differential model was formulated first

by Balassa (1964) and has been extended by many authors. Bhagwati (1984) provides the

theoretical justification for the assumption made inBalassa's model: productivity grows more

rapidly in the traded sectorthanin thenontraded sector.

On the other hand, alternative explanations of the real exchange rate behavior were

developed. Theseexplanations frame the issuein terms ofgeneral equilibrium models in which

nominal pricesare flexible. This approach is best articulated byStockman (1980, 1983, 1987).

Stockmanobjects to the underlying rationale of the disequilibrium theoryof real exchange

rate determination. He does not seethe real exchange rate as an exogenous variable, nor does

he see an exploitable relationship between nominal and real exchange rates. He presents an

equilibrium approach to explain real exchange rate behavior that explicitly considers the

endogenous character of the real exchange rate. Hisconcept differs considerably from the PPP

concept used in the disequilibrium approach discussed previously. That is, the real exchange

rate is determined in real equilibrium, while the nominal exchange rate is determined as part of
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the monetary equilibrium. Stockman employs a real exchange rate concept that defines it as

the relative price of foreign goods in terms of domestic goods, which is elsewhere known as

the terms oftrade. Despite the controversy about the appropriate real exchange rate concept,

Stockman's research yields several important implications supporting the hypothesis that the

realexchange rate is an endogenous variable.

Neary (1988), assuming optimizing consumer and producer behavior with regard to an

objective function, derives the determinants of the equilibrium exchange rate, defined as the

relative price ofnontradables to tradables. Neary's approach differs from the other concepts in

that he explicitly assumes optimizing consumer and producer behavior with regard to an

objective function. His model assumes a small open economy producing tradables and

nontradables in the context of balance of payments equilibrium. Assuming that prices for

tradables are exogenous, the price ratio ofnontradables to tradables will increase, i.e., the real

exchange rate will appreciate, ifanyofthe following exogenous shocks to the economy's real

variables occur: (a) foreign aidis received that isproduction neutral, (b) a sector-specific boom

occurs in an isolated tradables sector(DutchDisease Effect), (c) termsoftrade improves, with

tradables being substitutes, (d) higher income is experienced in the home country relative to

that in foreign countries, with international productivity differentials being smaller in the

production ofnontradables compared to the production oftradables.

Edwards (1988a, 1989, 1991) presents a dynamic general equilibrium model of real

exchange rate determination. In thismodel, the real exchange rate is defined as the price ratio

between tradables and nontradables. He assumes a small open economy producing import

substitutes, exportables and nontradables. He further assumes perfect foresight for optimizing
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economic agents and that the current account balance in the long run is zero. Duality theory

reveals how changes in economic fundamentals such as the external termsof trade, controls on

capital flows, andexchange andtrade controls etc., will affect the equilibrium value of the real

exchange rate. Edwards distinguishes between temporary and permanent, and also between

anticipated and unanticipated shocks. From these studies, Edwards shows that using the

intertemporal framework, the equilibrium real exchange rate can exhibit behavior which

contradicts the traditional wisdom. Thus, it is not possible to predict the direction of real

exchange movements in response to exogenous shocks without further assumptions about

substitutability of demand among goods. In line with this, Edwards (1988c) proposed a

dynamic model of real exchange rate determination witha dual nominal exchange rate system

as the complementary model of the general equilibrium model discussed above. This model

allows for both real and nominal factors to play a role in the short-run. In the long-run,

however, only real factors - the 'fundamentals' - influence the equilibrium real exchange rate.

This model provided a number of important insights regarding the relation between

macroeconomic policies, real exchange rate misalignment, and devaluations, and thus, has

important testable implications. Khan andOstry (1992) analyzed the effects of the fundamental

exogenous disturbances, mainly terms of trade movements and commercial policy changes on

the equilibrium real exchange rate using a simple dependent - economy framework. Using this

framework, they presented roughestimates of the magnitude of such effects, which should be

relevant in designing real exchange rate policy in general, and in the formulation of real

exchange rate rules in particular.
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2.2.2 Empirical Studies

The foregoing theories ofreal exchange ratedetermination spawned many empirical studies

which attempted to explain the real exchange rate behavior. First, Buiter and Miller (1981)

tried to analyze the consequences of policy actions of the United Kingdom on international

competitiveness and national output by adapting Dornbusch's model. They argued that since

the foreign currency market is an efficient market in the short run there will be changes in the

real exchange rate as a resultofmonetary shocks to the system. Hooper and Morton (1982)

also attempted to explain real exchange rate movements with the Sticky Price Monetary

Approach with anotherextension ofthe Dornbusch - Frankel model. They related changes in

the equilibrium real exchange rate to the cumulative first difference of the current account

balance and a time trend. The result shows that, considering a sample period of 1973:4 

1978:4, the cumulative first difference of the current account balance is shown to have a

significant negative effecton the U.S. effective real exchange rate, and that an increase in the

tradeor currentbalances causea realappreciation ofthe U.S.dollar.

Someempirical studies to examine the productivity biasin PPP were undertaken by Officer

(1976) and Hsieh (1982). Officer (1976) undertook the test for the existence of the bias as

well as its magnitude usingcross- sectional datafor fifteen countries over theperiod of 1950 

1973. His study showed no evidence of the bias. On the contrary, Hsieh(1982) examined the

productivity bias hypothesis using annual time series data for the major seven developed

countries over the period 1954 - 1976, andfound supporting results.
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In line withthis, Huizinga (1987) analyzed the series ofmonthly bilateral exchange rates of

the eleven industrial countries over the period of 1974-1986 byapplying spectral analysis. He

found evidence that there is in fact a long-run tendency for real exchange rates to revert to a

constant value. He suggests PPP is a useful anchor for longtermexchange rate expectations.

Coughlin andKoedijk (1990) examined bilateral long-run real exchange rate behavior between

four major developed countries over the period of June 1973 - June 1988. Theyattempted to

analyze the real exchange rate with three different approaches, two real approaches and a

monetary approach. The first realapproach is concerned withmovements inthe real exchange

rate that arise from incorporating the difference between tradable and non tradable goods

prices. The other real approach deals with the implications of incorporating a balance of

payment constraints. The monetary approach, incontrast, focuses on the relationship between

realexchange ratesand real interest rates. Their systematic survey of the potential explanatory

variables suggests that no approach to this issue is satisfactory; they conclude that little is

known aboutthedeterminants ofthe real exchange ratein the long run.'

Many empirical studies on real exchange rate behavior in developing countries were also

undertaken. Wood (1988) presented an extensive explanation of long term trend in the real

exchange ratefor selected countries over the period 1960-84. Wood explained the trend in the

real exchange rate by: the black market exchange rate discount ratio (an explanation for the

difference between world market prices and domestic prices for traded goods, a consequence

of commercial policy), the exportvolumes as share in GDP (measure of openness), the relative

laborproductivity, per-capita income, and the ratio of demand for non traded goods to traded

goods. Wood ranan OLS regression for seventy nine countries applying alternative subsets of
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the explanatory variables listed in the previous paragraph. His results suggest that any increase

inanyof theexplanatory variables results ina real exchange rate appreciation. Though Wood's

estimations achieve a respectable degree of significance, hisexplanatory variables do not serve

as appropriate proxies for underlying real economic conditions.

Most of the empirical work on the developing countries has concentrated on examining the

relative importance of two types of variations, monetary factors and real factors. The

monetary variables haveincluded anindex ofmoney supply growth, growthofdomestic credit,

an index of domestic inflation, and an index of the volatility of nominal exchange rate policy.

Thereal or structural variables include an openness index, which reflects capital mobility, terms

of trade, andreal growthin GNP.

Yuravlivker (1982) found that, for a group offour developing countries, the real exchange

rate was affected positively by the instability of the nominal exchange rate. Melvin and

Bernstein (1984) analyzed the roleof real factors only on real exchange ratevariability. Using

cross-country data for eighty seven countries, they regressed a measure of variability of a

bilateral real exchange rate against an index of export concentration and a measure of a

country's degree of openness. They found that the coefficients of these two variables are

significantly positive.

Diaz-Alejandro (1984) regressed the real exchange rate on four variables including the

terms of trade, imports over exports (a proxy for capital flows), a maxi dummy (for nominal

devaluations) and a maxi dummy lagged. The regressions were estimated for Argentina,

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Venezuela. Edwards (1986a) attempted to explain the

behavior of the real exchange rate in Chile 1973-I983 by running reduced form regressions
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using quarterly data. The main variables involved were the net capital flows, terms of trade,

and devaluations. In these regressions, the net capital inflow was the only variable that was

significant and had a negative impact on the real exchange rate. Calvo (1986) explained the

appreciation ofthe real exchange rate in Argentina during 1976-80 as resulting from monetary

and banking reforms ratherthanthetablita type policies.

Edwards (1987, 1988c, 1991) attempted to explain the behavior of the real exchange rate

with monetary and real factors. Edwards (1987) has tested the effects of real and monetary

variables on the realexchange ratetaking into account the short-run effects for a largegroup of

developing economies. The structural factors involved were: an openness index, a measureof

variability of the terms of trade, and a proxy for real GDP growth. The monetary variables

involved were: an index of money growth instability, an index of domestic creditgrowth, an

index of volatility of domestic inflation, and an index of volatility of nominal exchange rate

policy. The test was conducted on thirty countries. The results obtained, using a GLS

procedure on cross-sectional data, indicate that real exchange rate variability was affected by

both real and monetary factors. Laterhe (1988c, 1991) analyzed the real exchange rate with a

dynamic model ofreal exchange ratesin developing countries. In this paper, he incorporated

the government sector (government consumption and fiscal deficit ratio) and capital inflows in

addition to the variables he considered in his previous studies. The dynamic equations were

estimated using pooled data for a group of twelve countries. The results obtained provide

broad support for his theoretical model. That is, in these countries, short-run real exchange

rate movements have responded to both nominal and real disturbances. In particular,
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expansive and inconsistent macroeconomic policies have inevitably generated forces towards

real overvaluation.

In a separate paper, Edwards (1986b) tested the effect of an export boom, caused by an

increase in coffee prices, on the realexchange rate for Colombia. A risein the priceofcoffee is

expected to increase the money supply, through increasing the trade surplus, the inflation rate,

andthe rate ofdevaluation. This, in tum, will causethe real exchange rate to appreciate. The

system was tested using two-and three-stage least squares for the years 1952-80. The results

for the exchange rate adjustment equation were less than satisfactory. The estimation,

however, indicates that, other things equal, a change in coffee prices will result in substantial

changes in inflation, the rate ofdevaluation, andwill causerealappreciation. The resulting real

appreciation will materialize through the money creation and inflation channels. Matin (1992)

examined the effect of changes in public expenditure composition on the real exchange rate

using annual data forBangladesh. The estimation result showsthat the propensity to spend on

nontradables is greaterfor Bangladesh's public expenditure relative to private expenditure and

for government's current expenditure relative to capital expenditure. Theyalso show that cuts

in capital expenditure in the face of rising current expenditure shifts the composition of total

public expenditure towards nontradables and tends to appreciate Bangladesh's real exchange

rate.

Cottani, CarvaIlo andKhan(1990) analyzed the real exchange rate behavior oftwo groups

oftwelve low and high income developing countries. The model is similar to that ofEdwards

(1988c), but they do notconsider government expenditure on nontradables in their estimations.

They also proxya time trend to capture the contribution of technological change to growth.
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With regard to the results obtained by Cottani, Cavallo and Khan (1990), some coefficients

have unexpected signs. Most ofthese are insignificant, however.

Krumm (1993) analyzed the role of structural factors that include terms of trade, external

capital flows, trade policy, and other factors relevant to the circumstances of individual

countries such as import intensity ofthe industry, to explainthe variability of the real exchange

rate. Krumm also considered short-run monetary and exchange rate factors. The regressions

were estimated for Philippines and Tanzania In these regressions, in the case of the

Philippines, terms of trade, trade liberaIization, capital flows and short-run monetary variables

were all significant. However, in the case of Tanzania, only external capital flows were

significant.
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Table 2.1 Previous Major Empirical Studies ofReal ExchangeRate Determinants

Edwards Cottani. et al Diaz-Aljandro Wood Krumm Matin
(1991) (1990) (1984) (1988) (1993) (1992)

Nominal Factors

EXCR (-) (-t
DEH (-) (+)
NOM (+) (+)
BMR. (+)

-------
RealFactors

TOT (-) (mixed) (-) (-) (mixed)
GC (-) (-)
CGC (-)
CAPC (-) (mixed) (mixed) (mixed) (mixed)
TC (-) (mixedj" (_)C (-)
INV (+)
PDT (+) (+) (-) (+)
RNT (-)

RER(t-l) (+)

whereEXCR:Excess supply of domestic credit (domestic credit growth- GDPgrowth).
DEH: Ratiooffiscaldeficit to high powered money. NOM: Nominal devaluation.
TOT:External terms oftrade. GC: Ratioof government consumption to GDP.
CGC: Ratioofgovernment capital expenditure I Totalgovernment expenditure.
CAPC: Ratioof netcapital inflow to GDP. TC: Tradecontrols (tariffrate).
INV: Ratioofinvestment to GDP. PDT:Productivity (technological progress).
BMR.: Blackmarket exchange ratediscount ratio.
RNT: Ratioofdemand for nontradable goods to tradable goods.

Notes: The signin parenthesis suggests the sign of the coefficient derived inestimation.
a : Domestic credit growth- GDP growth- devaluation - foreign inflation.
b: Use GDP/(exports + imports). c: Useexports/GDP.
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ENDNOTES

1 A keyelement underpinning relative PPP is thatcommodity arbitrage will, at anygiven level
of the exchange rate, equalize over time, the price of traded goods acrosscountries after due
allowance ismadefor transactions costsandtariffs.

2 Wickham (1993) noted that the popularity of thisconcept can be traced to the fact that for
most small open economies, the price of tradable goods canbe considered to be exogenously
given in foreign currency terms (with the nominal exchange rate translating these prices into
domestic currency terms). In addition, in the analysis of certain policy issues, such as the
repercussions ofdomestic policy for internal andexternal balance, the two sector framework is
extremely useful.

3 Thisis because the only channels through which foreign disturbances wouldenterthe picture
are movements ofcapital andchanges inthe world prices oftradable goods and services.

4 They used the following five variables, all of which are differences between countries: the
ratios ofwholesale to consumer prices (pWIPC - PW*IPC*), the real per capitagross national
products (GNP - GNP*), the cumulated current account {1B -TB*}, short-term interest rates
(RS -RS*), and long-term interest rates (RL -RL*). However, results are not satisfactory
because most of the real exchange measures are nonstationary, and because the real exchange
rate and mostof itsmeasures are not cointegrated.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 Overview

The theoretical framework to be analyzed here is based on an approach that explains the

real exchange rate determination in terms of general equilibrium models in which nominal

prices are flexible. The real exchange rate, which is treated as a relative price, is determined in

the real equilibrium. The nominal exchange rate, onthe other hand, is determined as part ofthe

monetary equilibrium.

Based on the existing intertemporal real model of real exchange rate determination, we

extended the analysis to reflect the actual situation of domestic financial markets in developing

countries.

This chapter is organized as follows: In section 3.2, the model which will be used for

analyzing real exchange rate behavior in the subsequent section is derived. Starting with a

simplified basic model based on Edwards' model (1991), we derive a smaIl open economy

general equilibrium intertemporal model incorporating a number of real distortions, including

financial repression, controls on capital flows, and trade. Government consumption is also

considered. In this section, the concept of equilibrium real exchange rate and the modeling

strategy for simplified analyses are also discussed. In section 3.3, comparative static analyses

that focus on the reaction of the equilibrium real exchange rates to financial repression and to

various government policies under financial repression is provided.
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3.2 The Model

The model to be presented is primarily based on Edwards'(1991) model, an optimizing

intertemporal realmodel of a small openeconomy. Using duality theory, we have incorporated

Kahkonen's (1987) analysis, with some extensions to reflect financial repression. 1 We also

extend the government sector, when combining these two models, in consideration of the

governments' tendency to play an important role indeveloping countries.

3.2.1 Basic Model

Using Edwards'(1991) model, we assume no distortion and composite tradable goods to

derive equilibrium conditions in a distortionless world. Consider a two-period, small open

economy comprised of a large number of profit maximizing firms that produce three goods:

exportables (X), importables (M), and nontradables (N). All sectors use standard technology

under perfect competition. It is assumed that there are more factors than tradable goods so

that factor priceequalization does not hold. It is assumed that each sector uses capital, labor

and natural resources. The economy invests in physical capital in the first period (the short

run) and this investment enhances productive capacity in the second period (the long-run).

Otherfactors are supplied inelastically inbothperiods.

With respectto preferences, it is assumed that the utility function is weakly separable, with

the subutility function in each periodbeing identically homothetic.
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There are only two agents in the economy: households and firms, Households live two

periods and consume traded goods and nontraded goods in both periods. Households spend

their entire income in periods 1 and 2 by consuming both tradable and nontradable goods, in

orderto maximize thehouseholds' utility inbothperiods.

Here we assume that thereare no import tariffs, and thatthe international pricesof X and M

do not change. These two goods, thus, canbe aggregated into a composite tradable good (T).

The priceoftradables is takenas numeraire.

Households face a lifetime budgetconstraint oftheform:

(3.1)

where

c~ = consumption of goodj in periodi, with i = 1,2, j = T, N

f = the price of nontradables relative to tradables inperiod i
(inverseofthe real exchange rate)

0= l/(1+r), the consumers' discount factor

.; =households' income inperiodi

y = the present value of lifetime income

Consumer behavior is described with the expenditure function, defined as the minimum

expenditure required to attain the target level of utility at given prices. Following Edwards

(1991), we derive the expenditure function which is dual to the utility function. That is, any

conceptdefined in terms of theproperties of theexpenditure function hasa "dual" definition in
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termsof the properties of the utility function andvice versa. This expenditure function can be

written as a function of prices andutility. (seeVarian, 1992, Dixit andNorman, 1980):

E=E [1, f l , 0*1, o*f,; w] (3.2)

Withthe assumption of a weakly separable intertemporal welfare function, and with each

period's subutility homothetic, the expenditure function canbe written as:

(3.3)

where n i and n2 are the exact price indices for period 1 and 2, and are interpreted as unit

expenditure functions. (For a derivation of this expenditure function, see Svensson and Razin,

1983.)

The expenditure function has several convenient properties. It is increasing in prices,

concave and homogeneous of degree one in prices. The partial derivatives of the expenditure

function with respect to prices are equal to the respective compensated (Hicksian) demand

functi incnons, c j :
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where each subscript represents the partial derivative with respect to its argument, and each

superscript represents the period. The derivatives of rei1 and reifi can be interpreted as

expenditure shares of tradables and nontradables in period i (i = 1, 2), becausethe reis are unit

expenditure functions. By concavity, the second derivatives ofE are negative (Enn, Em2 < 0),

reflecting the fact that the demand curves slope downward. Given the assumption of a time

separable utility function, expenditures in period 1 and 2 are substitutes, implying that all

intertemporal crosselasticities are positive.

Finns produce tradable andnontradable goods inbothperiods andinvest in the first period.

For simplicity it is assumed thatonly tradables areusedininvestment.

The production side of the model is characterized by revenue functions that give us the

maximum revenue that optimizing :firms obtain from producing tradables and nontradables

subject to given prices, factors production and technology. The revenue functions can then be

writtenin thefollowing way:

(3.4)

This is the maximized value of revenue in each period in terms of tradables where the

exogenous supplies of labor and natural resources have been omitted. K is the initial capital

stock, andI is investment. Therevenue functions aredual to the production technology, which

has a number of convenient properties. First, theirderivatives with respect to prices yield the

corresponding supply functions. (seeDixit andNorman, 1980).
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1 = QI-r(I, f1)

R2
1 = Q2-r(1, fi; K+I)

Rlfl = QIN(I, fl)

R2 = Q2·.I1 f . K+I)12 N\. , 2,
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where Qir and QiN represent the supply function for tradablesand nontradables in period i (i =

1, 2) respectively. Second, underthe assumption of convex technology, the revenuefunctions

are convex, which implies that Rl
flfl = oQ\J &1> 0, RIll> 0, R2

11 > 0, R2
f2t2 > 0. That is,

supply curves slopeupward.

Investment decisions are governed bythe condition that in equilibrium, the Tobin"q" equals

1. Investment is an increasing function of q, the shadow price of capital. In equilibrium, the

rate of investment is zero, the shadow price of capital must therefore be equal to its

replacement cost, that is q = 1.

BR2 (1 f . K+I) = 1K ,2,

The investment function canthenbe defined implicitly as

1=1(1/5) 1110 <°

(3.5)

(3.6)

In general equilibrium, it must be that the present value of the households' expenditure

equals the present value of the households' lifetime income.

(3.7)
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The households' budget constraint canbe written as

(3.8)

In addition to the households' budgetconstraint, internal equilibrium also requires that the

nontradable goods market clears in each period. That is, in each period, the quantity supplied

ofnontradables hasto equal the quantity demanded.

(3.9)

(3.10)

Equations (3.8)- (3.10) summarize the behavior of allthe agents inthis simple model.

3.2.2 General Model

The simplified basic model discussed above assumed a distortionless world. However, inan

actual economy, there are many distortions. We will now introduce somedistortions into the

abovebasicintertemporal model.

As in Edwards' (1991) work, controls on trade and capital flows, and changes in the

composition of government expenditures are considered. In addition, domestic interest rate

control (financial repression) is introduced.
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In order to keep the exposition tractable a number of further assumptions are made. Here

we consider four agents in the economy: households, firms, banks, and the government.

Households live two periods and consume importables, which are subject to specific tax

(tariff), exportables, and nontraded goods in bothperiods. It is assumed that bankdeposits are

the only form of saving available to households and that the interest rate on deposits (ro) is

below the world market level (r'). The marginal domestic loan rate (rL) is above the world

market interest rate (r) becauseofcapital controls, represented by a tax on transactions in the

world capital market. The government also consumes both tradables and nontradables.

Government consumption is financed from the proceeds of import tariffs, non distortionary

lump sum taxes, andthe taxation of foreign borrowing by the private sector. It is assumed that

the governmentis not subject to the tax on foreign borrowing. We set the priceof exportables

(X) as the numeraire, since there are no taxeson exportables, its price is equal to one both at

home and abroad.

Householdsface a lifetime budgetconstraint, measured in exportables, of:

(3.11)

where Pi: the domestic priceof importabies relative to exportables inperiod i
( PI =P-I+ 'tI, P2 =P-2 + 't2 where p-i isthe world market relative

price ofM, and 'ti is the tariffinperiod i)

qi : the price ofnontradables relative to exportables in periodi

00= 1/(1+ro): the consumers' discount factor
where ro is the real interest rateon deposit in terms of exportables
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Thefirstperiod savings are

(3.12)

Theexpenditure andrevenue functions canbewritten as

(3.13)

(3.14)

Theseexpenditure function and revenue functions have the properties discussed in section

3.2.1 respectively.

In this model, investment is financed entirely by loans, at the interest rate rL, which is above

the world market interest rate, r·, because ofcapital controls. Investment will take place until

period two marginal productivity of capital discounted by the domestic discount factor equals

1. For simplicity it is also assumed that onlyexportable goods, X, areusedin investment.

Theinvestment function canthenbe defined as

I =I(l/~) Ilia < 0 (3.15)

The banking system, which is controlled by the government, receives deposits from

households at the interest ratefD, borrows abroad at n, (the tax on capital movements is thus fL
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- r'), and uses its funds to finance firms' investments at that same interest rate, rL. The bank's

profits are, therefore,

'Jr!3 = rrJ - rDS - rL( I - S ) =( 1/& - 1/& )S (3.16)

Bank profits are taxed by thegovernment, and these profits are allocated to households in the

second period when theyarerealized.

Households receive income from production andbankprofits from the government as lump

sumincome. However, households mustpaya lump sumtax(Tj) ineachperiod.

Therefore, thebudget constraint ofthe private sectorcanbewritten as:

E[ 1t
1(1, pi, ql), Bo~(I, P2, q2), w ] = (Od&)(R.I- TI - I) + &(R.2 - T2) - (801& - 1)Cl

(3.17)

whereCI =Ell + Pl!;,1 +qlEqI, the level offirst period consumption.

Government's revenue in the first period consists of revenue from tariffs and lump sum

taxation as the following:

whereRGI isgovernment's revenue in period 1, 'tl(Bp1 - R1
p1) is tariffrevenue in period 1 (Bpi 

RIpi represents net import of importables), andT1 is lump sum taxinperiod 1.
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In the second period, the government collects revenue, also from tariffs and lump sum

taxation. In addition to this, the government collects revenue fromcapital controls by imposing

tax on capitalmovements. Government revenue in period2 is written as the following:

where RG2 is government revenue in period 2, T2 is lump sum tax in period 2, and 't2{Ep2 -

R2
p2) is tariff revenue in period 2 (Ep2 - R2

p2 represents net import of importabies in period2).

Revenuefrom capital controls is be given by (rL - r·)(I - S), where (rL - r), difference in interest

rates between marginal loan rate and world market interest rate represents the tax on capital

movements, and (I - S) represents amount offundsborrowedfromabroad.

Therefore, government's budgetconstraint can be writtenas

(3.18)

where G~ = government consumption onj good (X, M, N) inperiod i (i=1,2)

As in the case ofthe private sector, the government is subject to an intertemporal constraint

the discountedvalue ofgovernment expenditure has to equal the discounted value of revenue
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fromtaxation. Here, the use of the world discount factor, s in (3.18), reflects the assumption

that inthismodelthe government isnot subject to the tax on foreign borrowing.

By substituting equation (3.12), the definition of savings into equation (3.18), we can

rewritethe government budgetconstraint as

(3.19)

Combining the budget constraints of the private and government sector yields the

economy's consolidated constraint. This equilibrium condition is obtained by consolidating

equation (3.17) and (3.19) as the following: (Derivation of this equation is given in Appendix

A).

(3.20)

In addition to the private sector and government budget constraints, internal equilibrium

alsorequires that the nontradable goods marketclearsin eachperiod. The quantitysupplied of

nontradables has to equal the sumof privateandpublic sectordemand for these goods.
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N =Rlql(1, Pi, ql)

Eqz [1tl(l , Pi, ql), 001tz(l , Pl, qz), w]+ GZN =R\z(l, pz, qz, K+I)
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(3.21)

(3.22)

The behavior of all the agents in this model can be explained by equations (3.20) - (3.22),

with relevant assumptions. The endogenous variables of the model are relative prices of

nontradables (inverse of the real exchange rate) in eachperiod, qi and qzand welfare, w. And

the exogenous variables ofinterest aretj, 'tz, On, &, GIN, G2
N. Three endogenous variables can

be solved in this three equation system. This solutions will be used for the empirical

estimations in Chapter5.

3.2.3 The Concept of Equilibrium Real Exchange Rate and the Modeling Strategy

The concept of the equilibrium real exchange rate in this study follows the definition

employed by Edwards: it is defined as the relative price of tradables (exportables) to

nontradables that, for given sustainable (equilibrium) values of other relevant variables - such

as taxes, international prices, and technology - results in the simultaneous attainment of

internal (i.e. nontradables sector) and external equilibrium?

As Edwards (1991, 1989) indicated, in models with importables and exportables, the real

exchange rate becomes " tricky" since the traditional concept of relative price of tradables to

nontradables loses some meaning. Since, when the relative price of exportables and

importables changes, we can not talk about a tradable goods composite any more. For this

reason, and in order to simplify the exposition, we will focus on the relative price of
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nontradables to exportables in some analyses. In particular, in the latter part of section 3.3.1,

where we analyze the deregulation of the domestic financial market under trade control, and in

section 3.3.3, where we discuss trade liberalization, we concentrate on the" exportables real

exchange rate" (price of exportables / price of nontradables) concept. However, in the first

part of the section 3.3.1 on financial repression, and in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.4, where we

discuss the relaxation of capital controls and changes in the composition of government

consumption respectively, we concentrate on the moretraditional relative price of tradables to

nontradables (" tradable real exchange rate").

In the intertemporal model presented above, there is not one equilibrium value of the real

exchange rate, but rather a vector of equilibrium real exchange rates: one for each period.

Within this intertemporal framework, theequilibrium real exchange ratein a particular periodis

defined as the inverse value of the nontradables that, for given values ofothervariables (suchas

world prices, technology and tariffs), equilibrates the external and internal (i.e. nontradables)

sectors simultaneously.

In terms of the model, the vector of equilibrium relative prices is composed of those

nontradable prices that satisfy equations (3.20) through (3.22), for given values of the"

fundamental" variables. An important question refers to the way in which the equilibrium real

exchange rates react to different shocks including financial deregulation, changes in capital

controls, tariffs, andgovernment consumption underfinancial repression.

Since an analytical solution of the general model given by equations (3.20) - (3.22) is

intractable, we prepared simplified versions of the general model by making some simplifying
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assumptions in analyzing each case of distortion. This modeling strategy allows us to ignore

aspects not essential to the question we are addressing yetwill not affect the main results.

3.3 Comparative Static Analysis

In this section, we undertake comparative static analyses based on the intertemporal model

developed in the previous section. Comparative static analyses focuses on the reaction of the

equilibrium real exchange rates to financial repression and to the various government policies.

In order to simplify the exposition, we analyze each caseseparately, step by step, and we use

the two concepts of the real exchange rate, a" tradables" or" exportables" realexchange rate.

3.3.1 Effects of Financial Deregulation on the Real Exchange Rate

In this section, we investigate how controls or deregulation of the domestic financial market

affect the equilibrium path of the real exchange rate in an intertemporal model. Financial

repression (deregulation) in domestic market can be represented in the form of lowering

(raising) the domestic deposit rate, dOD >0 (dOo<O). In order to simplify the exposition, we

initially assume thatthere are no distortions except domestic interest rate control, and that there

is no government consumption. We relax some constraints in the next step. In particular, we

assume there exist trade distortion and capital controls withdomestic financial repression. In

the first part of this section, we discuss the effects of financial repression, and in the second
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part, we discuss the effects of deregulation ofthe domestic financial market underimporttariffs

and a tax on foreign borrowings.

Financial Repression and Equilibrium Real Exchange Rate

We assumehere only one distortion, financial repression, and we also assume a composite

tradable good. This is to examine how the financial repression affects the real exchange rate

when there are no other distortions. Using the general equilibrium conditions, equations (3.20)

- (3.22) and setting r, = 0, T,= 0, G~ = 0 (i = 1, 2, j = x,M, N), r/ = &, the simplified model is

summarized as follows, where the same notation as in section 3.2 has been used. Here we

concentrateon the "tradablesreal exchange rate."

(3.23)

(3.9)

(3.10)

The endogenous variables of the model are relative prices of nontradables (inverse of

'tradable real exchange rate') ineachperiod, f 1 and f2 and welfare w. The exogenous variable

ofinteresthere is 60.

Totally differentiating theseequations, we canwrite
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df2 = cr dOn

a3 = [ 1+ (6rJ'{/ - 1)(MPC1
T + MPC1N) ] E, > 0

b, = -(oo/'{/ - 1)(E1lllo + flEnllo)~ < 0

(3.24)

MPC~: marginal propensity to consume on goodj in period i (see Appendix A)

First, we discuss the effects of a financial repression in domestic financial market on the

vectorof equilibrium real exchange rateswhere thereis no initial financial repression.

From equation (3.24), setting 00 = 0·, we obtain the following expressions for changes in

the equilibrium relative priceof nontradables inperiod 1.

dOD

where 6 =E, { [Enn - Rl f1f1][Eoo- ~12f2] - 8·Enf2 Ef2fi } > 0
under usual stability condition (see Appendix A)

(3.25)
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The channel through which financial repression influences the price of nontradables in

period 1 isthe substitution effect, captured by the second term, andthe income effect, captured

by the first term of the RHS equation (3.25). In the situation of no financial repression, an

increase in 00 (decrease in ro) makes future consumption relatively more expensive. As a

result, consumers substitute intertemporally bymoreconsuming nontradables in period 1. That

is, the substitution effect exercises an upward pressure on the price of nontradables. On the

otherhand, the income effect exercises a downward pressure on the price ofnontradables. So,

the total effect is ambiguous. However, in the most plausible case, where the substitution

effect dominates, therewill be upward pressure on the priceofnontradables, dfl/dOo> 0, which

generates anequilibrium real appreciation in period 1.

dOo (3.26)

Equation (3.26) indicates that the equilibrium price of nontradables in period 2 will be

affected by the financial repression through the same channel as in period 1. The substitution

effect which captured by the second term on the RHS equation (3.26). Consuming fewer

nontradables in period 2 causes downward pressure on the priceof nontradables in period 2.

On the contrary, the income effect captured by the first termoperates inthe opposite direction.

Therefore, in the case in which the substitution effect dominates, there will be downward

pressure onthe price ofnontradables, df:JdOo <°anda real depreciation in period 2.
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Consider nowthe case of an initial distortion in the domestic financial market (On > B). In

thiscasefurther financial repression will affect the price ofnontradables in the following way.

dfi
, { 2 1 2

= (1/A) - b1[ (Eoo - R f2f2)MPC N- OoEttaMPC N]Ew

2 2 } >
- a31t (Eoo - R f2f2)Enlio] =0

<

, { 1 2 1
= (1/A) - b1[(Enn - R flfl)MPC N- EanMPC N]Ew

dOn

whereA' is the determinant of theLHSmatrix in (3.24), which under
usualstability requirements is positive.

(3.27)

(3.28)

Equation (3.27) and(3.28) show that the results are ambiguous in both periods. This is

because combined income effects generally will operate in the opposite direction than the

substitution effects.

The substitution effects, captured by the third terms on the RHS of equations (3.27) and

(3.28), still generate upward pressure in period 1, and downward pressure in period 2, on the

price of nontradables.

Income effects are captured by the first and second terms on the RHS of both equations;
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these terms are related to the intertemporal allocation of consumption (saving) changes and

the intratemporal allocation of consumption changes. These two effects may operate in

opposite directions. In the initial situation, saving is distorted in that the low deposit rate

discourages saving. In this situation, an increase in 00 (decrease in ro) will worsen the

intertemporal allocation of consumption by decreasing saving. Consequently, this results in

ambiguous income effects in period 1 and 2. Therefore, total effects are ambiguous in both

periods.

Deregulation of the Domestic Financial Market and Equilibrium Real Exchange Rates under
Tariffs andCapital Controls

Here we relax the assumptions of the previous case. We assume that import tariffs and a

tax on foreign borrowing exist. However, in the long run, trade is assumed to be completely

liberalized. This is to examine how the effects of the deregulation of the domestic financial

repression on the real exchange rates can be changed in the presence of other distortions. In

this analysis, the "exportables real exchange rate"concept will be used.

By setting 't2 = 0, T,= 0 and G~ = 0 (i = 1, 2, j =x, M, N) in equation (3.20) - (3.22), the

model canbe established as the following.

E [ nl(l,pi, q.), Oon2(1, 1'2, q2), w] = (Od'o)[ R1_ l(lI&') + 't{Bp1 - R1p1)] + 6oR2

- (Od'o· - 1)(E1l +PIEpI + q1Eq1) (3.29)

Eql[ nl(l, pi, ql), Oon2(1, 1'2, q2), w] = Rlq1(1, pi, ql) (3.21)
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From this models, the equilibrium movements of the real exchange rates induced by

deregulation ofthe domestic financial market undertradedistortionand capital controls can be

analyzed as follows:

dq,
• {' 2 I 2- = (l/A) - bl [(Eq2q2 - R q2q2)MPC N- 6oEqIq2:MPC N]Ew

dOn

, 2 2 } >- a3 1t [(Eq2q2 - R q2q2)Eql&>] =0
<

(3.30)

a3' = [ 1+ (Odf; - 1)(:MPClx+ :MPCI
N) + {OdO·{1- 't/pl) - 1}MPCI

M ] > 0

bl' = [(OdO)-tEpI&> - (00/0· - 1)(EII&> + PIEpI&> + qIEqI&»] rr < 0

dq2
• {' I 2 I- = (1IA) - b, [(EqlqI - R qlql)MPC N- Eq2qIMPC N]Ew

dOn

• 2 I } >- a, 1t (Eqlql - R qlql)Eq2&>] =0
<

(3.31)

, • I • Iwhere al = -(Odo )'t(Eplpi - R plpl) + (Odo - 1)(E IqI + PIEplql + qlEqlql) < 0
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The channels through which financial deregulation affects the real exchange rates are

represented by the same terms as in equation (3.27) and (3.28), and, again, give ambiguous

results. However, in this case, important policy implications can be derived. In the initial

situation, saving is distorted fortwo reasons: on theonehand, the lowdeposit rate discourages

saving, but, on the otherhand, the presence of a tariff in the first period, forces households to

postpone consumption and to increase saving. In this situation, a decrease in 00 distorts the

intertemporal andintratemporal allocation of consumption.

The intertemporal substitution effects, captured bythe third terms on the RHS of equations

(3.30) and (3.31), generate changes in nontradable prices through the same reasoning as

discussed above. A decrease in 00 (increase in ro) with deregulation of the domestic financial

market puts downward pressure on nontradable good prices in period 1 and upward pressure

in period 2.

The other channel, income effects, captured bythe first and second terms of the RHS of

both equations, depend on the relative magnitude of the tariffs and domestic interest rate

controls. In a severe financial repression economy (i.e., financial repression is more important

than trade distortion), an increase in rnwill make the intertemporal allocation of consumption

interact positively with the price of nontradables by increasing saving. On the other hand, in

this economy, withinitial import tariffs, an increase in rowill make the intratemporal allocation

ofconsumption put downward pressure on the price of nontradables. That is, withtariffs inthe

first period, people tendto postpone consumption for the future. In this situation, an increase

in rn will amplify these distortions. So in this case, the income effects are ambiguous in both
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periods. Consequently, the total combined effects on the equilibrium real exchange rates are

also ambiguous.

On the otherhand, in a high tariffeconomy (i.e., financial repression is not as severe as trade

distortion), the income effects induced by an increase in rn may operate negatively, which

generates decreases innontradable prices inboth periods. Therefore, total effects may result in

a decrease inthe priceofnontradables, generating a real depreciation in period 1, dq, /d6n < 0,

and ambiguous results inperiod2.

3.3.2 Effects of Relaxing Capital Controls on the Real Exchange Rate

In this section, we analyze the way in which a relaxation of capital controls affect the

equilibrium real exchange rates under financial repression. Relaxation of capital controls is

represented by an increase in &. (decrease in n). In order to simplify the exposition we first

assume that there are no distortions except capital controls, and that there is no government

consumption. Laterwe introduce financial repression and compare the effects ofthe relaxation

of the capital controls on the real exchange rate in both cases, with and without financial

repression. In this section, we assume a composite tradable good and concentrate on the "

tradables real exchange rate."

No Financial Repression Case

We assume here only a distortion, an capital controls to examine how capital controls affect

the real exchange rateswhenthereare no otherdistortions. In thiscase,by setting 'ti = 0, T, =
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0, G~ = °(i = 1, 2, j = x, M, N) and 00 = r/ in equation (3.20) - (3.22), we derive the

equilibrium conditions as follows:

E[ 1t1(1, f l ) , 0·1t2(1, fi), w] = RI + 0·R2
- I(1I0L)

En[ 1t1(1, f l) , 0·1t2(1, fi), w] = R1
n(l, f1)

Ed 1[1(1, f l) , 0·1t2(1, fi), w] =R2
f2(I, f2 ; K+I)

Totallydifferentiating these three equations, we can write

where al = 0, a2 = 0, a,= E, > 0, bl = (1I&2)11/&.(1 - 0·/&) >°
CI =0, el = -(1/0L2) R2

12K11IIiL

(3.32)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.33)

From equation (3.33), we can derive following expressions for changes in the equilibrium

relative prices of nontradable goods inperiod 1 and 2.

2 2 .} >+ (l/OL )R mdl/&.Ew 0 Ent2 =°
<

(3.34)
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dar.
2 2 1 } >+ (liar. )R t2K Il/SLEw [£nn - R nn] =0

<
(3.35)

The channel through which relaxation of capital controls influences the real exchange rate

consists of income andsubstitution effects in equations (3.34) and(3.35). The income effects,

capturedby the first terms on theRHS of bothequations, cause upward pressure on the price

of nontradables in period 1 and 2. That is, a decrease in rL (increase in ar.) toward its world

levelr*(o) will reduce the only distortion inthis economy, generating a positive welfare effect.

Consequently, households increase consumption of nontradables putting upward pressure on

the price of nontradables. In line with this, a decrease in rL improves the intertemporal

allocation of production byencouraging investment.

However, substitution effects, captured bythe second terms on theRHS ofboth equations,

operateambiguously. The direction ofthis substitution effect depends on the factor intensity of

the tradable and nontradable goods. Lowering the loan rate (increase in ar.) increases

investment, which will enhance productive capacity inperiod 2. In thecasethat tradable goods

are capital intensive, a decrease in rL puts an upward pressure on the price of nontradables in

period 2. So, in this case, households substitute intertemporally, and increase consumption of

nontradables in period 1. Consequently, the relaxation of capital controls generates upward

pressure on the priceof nontradables in period 1 and downward pressure in period 2. In the

case that nontradable goods are capital intensive, the substitution effects will be opposite to the
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case that tradables are capital intensive, and will generate downward pressure on the price of

nontradables in period 1 and upward pressure inperiod2.

In summary, inthe case that tradables are capital intensive, relaxation ofthe capital controls

will result in a higher priceofnontradables in period I, generating a real appreciation in period

I, however, in period 2, the result will be ambiguous. On the other hand, in the case that

nontradables are capital intensive, relaxation of the capital controls may resultin eithera higher

or lowerpriceofnontradables in period I. Thereis an ambiguous effecton real exchange rates

in period I, however, in period 2, relaxation of the capital controls will result in real

appreciation.

Financial Repression Case

Here we introduce financial repression to examine how the effects of the relaxation of

capital controls on the real exchange rates can be changed under the condition of financial

repression. Assuming Bo> r/> &, the model canbe written as the following.

E[ 1t1(1, fl), 8o~(1, £2), w] =8oR2+ (BdO)(R1 - 1(1/&.» + (I - 8oIoJ(Ellfl + flEnn) (3.36)

En[ 1t1(1, fl), O·1t2(1, f2), w] =R1n(l, fl) (3.9)

Ed 1t1(1, fl) , o·1t2(1, f2) , w] = R2f2(I, f2 ; K+I) (3.10)

Equation(3.37) and (3.38) represent how relaxation of the capital controls influence the price

ofnontradables underfinancial repression.
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'{' 2 I· 2= (lIA) - bl [CEt2t2 -R t2f2)MPC N - B En12 MPC N lEw
dBL

• 2 2 I- a2 (11& )R t2K Il/IiLMPC N E,

• 2 2 .}+ a, (lIBL )R t2K Il//iL BEtl12 > 0 or < 0

• • Iwhere a2 =(fJ% - 1)(E 112 + flEn12) > 0

a3' =[ 1+ (&/0· - I)(MPCI
T + MPCI

N) lEw > 0

bl ' =(fJo/&2)Il/IiL(lIB· - 11&) > 0

'{' I 2 I= (11A) bl [EanMPC N - MPC N(Eoo. - R nn)lEw
d&

, 2 2 I+ al (11& )R t2K IlIliL MPC N Ew

• 2 2 I }- a,(11& )R t2K IlIliL [Et1n - R nn] > 0 or < 0

•• I
where al = (B /fJo -I)(E 1fl + flElfl) < 0

(3.37)

(3.38)

The results are ambiguous in both periods. However, under financial repression, the

channel is quite different from the case of no financial repression. In this case, there are

additional income effects that arecaptured bythe second tenus on the RHS of equation (3.37)

and (3.38). These are indirect income effects, the intertemporal reallocation of consumption

induced by further reducing initial undersaving with low deposit rate. The direction of this

effect depends on the factor intensity of the goods. In the case that tradables are capital

intensive, this effect will cause decrease in the price of nontradables in both periods. On the
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other hand, in the casethat nontradables are capital intensive, its effect will operate positively

on the priceof nontradables in both periods.

The other channels, direct income effects, captured by the first terms and substitution

effects, captured by the third terms on the RHS of equation (3.37) and (3.38), operate as the

sameway as in equation (3.34) and (3.35). Therefore, under financial repression, the whole

income effect may be ambiguous in both periods in the case in which tradables are capital

intensive. However, in the case that nontradables are capital intensive, the combined income

effects causes upward pressure on the price ofnontradables inperiod 1 and 2.

Consequently, under financial repression, relaxation of the capital controls affect real

exchange rates ambiguously in both periods in the casethat tradables are capital intensive. In

the case that nontradables are capital intensive, relaxation of capital controlsalso generate an

ambiguous result in period 1,however, in period 2, thatwill result ina realappreciation.

3.3.3 Effects of Trade Liberalization on the Real Exchange Rate

In this section, we investigate how changes in import tariffs affect the equilibrium path of

the real exchange rate underfinancial repression. In order to simplify the exposition, we first

assume that there are no distortions, except import tariffs, in the first period, and that there is

no government consumption. In the long run, trade is assumed to be completely liberalized.

We introduce financial repression later to compare the effects of a tariff reduction on l':c

equilibrium real exchange rate both with, and without, financial repression. In this section, we

concentrate onthe"exportables real exchange rate."
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No Financial Repression Case

We assume here that onlyone distortion, an importtariff in the first period, exists. This is

to examine how temporary changes in importtariffs affect the real exchange rates when there

are no other distortions. Under thiscondition, allthe discountrates shouldbe same, that is, 00

=r; = Dr., Accordingly, by setting 1:2=0, T,= 0, G~ = 0 (i = I, 2, j =x, M, N) and00 =r; = Dr.

to equation(3.20), the households' budgetconstraint is derived as:

At before, in this case,the equilibrium condition inthe nontradable goods market holds as:

Eql[nl(l, pi, ql), 0·n2(1, P2, q2), w] = R1ql(l, PI.ql)

Eq2[nl( l , pi, ql), 0·n2(1, P2, q2), w] = R2q2(1, pI, q2 ; K + I)

Totally differentiating thesethreeequations, we canwrite

(3.21)

(3.22)

dw (3.40)
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~=Bpi - R1p1< 0, CI =RlqlPI - Eqlpl < 0, C2=0, el = -Eq2p1< 0, ~=°

First, we discuss the case whereinitial tariffs are equal to zero and no financial repression

exists. From equation (3.40), setting dt = dp and t = 0, that is, no initial tariffs, we obtain the

sameexpressions for changes in the equilibrium relative prices of nontradables in period 1 and

2 as that of Edwards (1989).

dq,
I 2·- = (-£WIll) { [Eqlpl - R qlpl][Eq2q2 - R q2q2] - 0 Eq2pIEqlq2} >°

dt (3.41)

Equation (3.41) reveals that a temporary tariff induces an increase in the price of

nontradables, an equilibrium realappreciation in period 1bythe substitution effects captured by

the term on the RHS of the equation. Underzero initial tariffs, there is no first order income

effect. The result is based on the assumption that importables and nontradables are substitutes

in period 1 (Eplql > 0).3 This result is comparable withthat of the financial repression effects

on the real exchange rates without the presence of other distortions, which is represented in

equation (3.25). In that case, there are both substitution and income effects which operate in

the opposite directions. With no income effect, and substitutability in demand everywhere, the

rise in importprices inperiod 1 generated bythe imposition of the import tariff, will result in a
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reduction in the demand for importables, and an increase in demand for nontradables in that

period.

In the same way, the price of nontradables in period 2 will be affected by the temporary

tariffas follows:

dq,
_ = (-Ew /11) {Eq2pl[Eqlql - R1q1qd - Eq2q1[Eqlpl - RlqlPl] } > 0
dt (3.42)

Equation (3.42) indicates that a temporary tariffin period 1will result inan equilibrium real

appreciation in period 2 by the substitution effect under the assumption of intratemporal and

intertemporal substitutability." That is, by the tariff imposition in period 1, households

substitute away from period 1 consumption and into period 2 consumption. Some of this

additional demand in period 2 falls on nontradables, causing upward pressure on the price of

nontradables, generating a real appreciation.

Here, we assume temporary changes intariffs. When we consider the caseof an anticipated

change in future import tariffs, a future expected tariff increase will also appreciate the

equilibrium real exchange rate in period 1 and 2. (see Edwards, 1989). The mechanism via

which this takes place is also intertemporal substitution in consumption. Consider now the

case in which tariffs are initially greater than zero. In this case, a temporary tariffchange will

affect the price of nontradables as follows:
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dq,
• { 2 1 •_ = (11~ ) [- ~1{Eq2q2 - R q2q2)MPC N+ ~l 0 Eqlq2]Ew

d't

(3.43)

(3.44)

In this case, a temporarytariff change generates ambiguous results in both periods, even if

allgoods are substitutes in demand. This is because underthe assumption ofintratemporal and

intertemporal substitutability, the income effects associated with the tariff change may operate

negatively to the prices of nontradables, even thoughthe substitution effect operates positively

in both periods.

Income effects are composed of the two expressions that are captured by the first and

second terms on the RHS ofequation (3.43) and (3.44). The first term in both equationsputs

downward pressure on the price of nontradables. However, the second terms operate

ambiguously in both periods. Thus, the combined income effects are ambiguous in both
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periods. The importance of the income effects depend on the level of tariffs and on the

marginal propensity to consume inbothperiods.

On the other hand, the substitution effects that are captured bythe third terms on the RHS

ofequations(3.43)and(3.44) exercises a positive pressure on theprice ofnontradables in both

periods. Therefore, in this setting, the effect of import tariffs on the real exchange rate will

depend on the relative forces of the income and substitution effects.S In the case in which the

substitution effects dominate the income effects, a temporary tariff imposition will generate an

equilibrium real appreciation in both periods. Therefore, in this case, trade liberalization, a

reduction in tariffs, will generate an equilibrium real depredation in both periods. When we

considerthe case of an anticipated change in future import tariffs, with positive initial tariffs,

there will be a first-order welfare effect that will operate in a way similar to that discussed

abovefor the caseoftemporary tariffs.

Financial Repression Case

Here, we introduce financial repression to examine howthe effect oftemporarychanges in

tariffs on the realexchange rate canbe changed underthe condition offinancial repression. By

introducing financial repression (00 > 8" = &), the model issummarized as follows:

E[ 1t
1(1, Ph ql), 001t2(1, P2, q2), w] = ([)d8)[ R1- 1(1/8·) + 't{Ep1 - R1p1)] + 8oR2

- ([)d8· - 1)(£11 + PIEpI + qlEq1) (3.45)

Eq1[1t10 , pI, Ql), 8"1t2(1, P2, Q2), w] = R\I(I, Pl,Ql) (3.21)

Eq2[n10,pi, Ql), 8"11?(1, P2, Q2), w] =R2q2(1, pI, Q2 ; K + I) (3.22)
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Usingthese three equations, we can analyze howthe equilibrium real exchange rates react

to a change in tariffs underfinancial repression.

First,we discuss the caseof no initial tariffs under financial repression. Setting dt =dp, and

't = 0, we obtain thefollowing expressions for changes intheprice of nontradables.

dqr
• {' 2 I 2_ = (lIA) -f31 [{Eq2q2 - R q2q2)MPC N- 6oEq1~C N]Ew

d't
• 1 1 2

- a2 ~lMPC N- (Eqlpl - R qlpl)MPC N]Ew

• - 1where f31 =(1 - OnIo )(E Ipl + PIEplpl + qlEqlpl) > 0

• - 1a2 = (On/o - l)(E lq2 + PIEplq2 + qlEqlq2) > 0

a3' =[ 1 + (00/0- - 1)(MPC1x + MPC1
M + MPC1N)]Ew > 0

dq,
'{' 1 1 2- = (lIA) f31 [Eq2q1MPC N- (Eqlql - R qlql)MPC N]Ew

d't

• - 1where ai =(On/o - 1)(E Iql + PIEplql + qlEqlql) < 0

(3.46)

(3.47)
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This result is different from the case of no financial repression and no initial tariff, as

determined in equations (3.41) and (3.42). In this case there are income effects, captured by

the first and second terms on the RHS of equation (3.46) and (3.47) besides the substitution

effects captured by the third terms. These two income effects result from the existence of

financial repression.

Under initial financial repression, the low deposit rate discourages saving. This exercises

upward pressure inthe first periodanddownward pressure inthe second period on the price of

nontradables. In this initial undersaving situation, a temporary tariffchanges the allocation of

consumption (saving). That is, with tariff imposition, households are willing to postpone

consumption and to increase saving, which puts downward and upward pressure on the price

ofnontradables in the first and second periods, respectively. Therefore, the combined income

effects are ambiguous inbothperiods.

On the otherhand, the substitution effects that are captured by the third terms on the RHS

of equation (3.46) and (3.47) puts upward pressure on the price of nontradables in period 1

and 2. Therefore, under financial repression, a temporary tariffwill affect equilibrium real

exchange rates ambiguously in period 1 and period 2. However, whenthe combined income

effects are positive, or when the substitution effect dominates the income effect even though

the combined income effects are negative, tariffimposition will generate a rise in the price of

nontradables, that is, a real appreciation in period 1 and2.

Consider now the case of initial tariffs withfinancial repression. In thiscase, the results are

also ambiguous and the channels are represented by the same terms as in equation (3.46) and

(3.47). However, different policy implications canbe derived from equation (3.48) and (3.49).
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dq,
• {" 2 I 2_ = (1/~) -PI [{Eq2q2 - R q2q2)MPC N- ~lq2MPC N]Ew

d't
" I I 2- a2 [Eq2qIMPC N- (Eqlpl - R qlpl)MPC N]Ew

dq2
• {" I I 2- = (1/~) PI [Eq2qIMPC N- (Eqlql - R qIqI)MPC N]Ew

d-c

t,. 1 '
where PI = (BdB )'t(Eplpl - R pIpI) +PI

(3.48)

(3.49)

As we discussed in section (3.3.1), the effects of tariff changes on equilibrium real

exchange rates may be changed by the relative importance of the financial repression and

tradecontrols (level of import tariffs). Thatis, the income effect can be changed to operate

in opposite directions in two different cases. When financial repre-ssion is more severe than

the trade controls (i.e., low import tariffs), the effects of tariff imposition may operate in

the same direction as in equations (3.46) and (3.47). However, in a high tariff economy
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under small financial repression, the income effects may operate in the opposite direction as

in the former case. This can be explained as follows: In the case that the tariff rate is high

and the financial repression is not severe, a tariff rate increase will deepen the initial

oversaving by postponing the consumption, which may results in a combined negative

incomeeffect in the first periodand a positive income effectin the second period.

On the other hand, substitution effects that are captured by the third terms on the RHS

of equation (3.48) and (3.49) exercise upward pressure on the price of nontradables in both

periods. Therefore, if the income effects are negative in the first period and this income

effect dominates the substitution effect, a tariff rate increase may result in a real

depreciation in the firstperiod. In this case, in the second period, the incomeeffectwill be

positive, and the result will be a real appreciation. Following this rationale, trade

liberalization (tariffreduction) mayresultin reala appreciation in the short-run.

3.3.4 Effects of Changes in Government Consumption on the Real Exchange Rate

In this section, we analyze how changes in the level of government consumption affect the

equilibrium real exchange rate under financial repression. To simplify the exposition, we first

assume that thereare no distortions. It is assumed that all taxes are the nondistortionary. We

introduce the financial repression later to compare the effects of changes in government

consumption on the real exchange rates both, with and without, financial repression. In this

section, we assume a composite tradable goodandconcentrate on the 'tradables real exchange

rate.
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No Financial Repression Case

Here we investigate how changes in government consumption affect real exchange rates

when there are no distortions. Accordingly, the budget constraint of the private and

government sector can be derived as the follows (equation 3.50) by setting 'tj = 0 (i = 1,2), On

= r/ = OL in equation (3.20).

In line with this, the equilibrium condition for nontradable goods in both periods should

hold as follows:

From equations (3.50) - (3.52), we derive the following equation.

(3.51)

(3.52)

I •[Enfi - R fin] 0 Enf2 =

(3.53)

CI = -1, C2 =0, e, =0, e2 =-1
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From equation (3.53), we obtain the following expressions for changes in the relative

price ofnontradablesto changes in government consumption ofnontradables.

{
2 1· 2

= (IIA) f1[(Eaa - R l2f2)MPC N- 0 EnaMPC N]Ew

(3.54)

Equation (3.54) represents the channel by which an that increase in the demand for

nontradables by the government affects the price of nontradables in period 1. The channel

through which increases in government consumption of nontradables influences the real

exchange rate path is composed of two forces: its own direct pressure of the market for

nontradables, and indirect pressure via changes in the private sector disposable income. These

channels can be explained with the substitution effect, captured by the second term, and the

income effect, captured by the first term of the RHS of equation (3.54). The substitution

effect, with increased demand for nontradables, causes upward pressure on the price of

nontradables, generatinga real appreciation.

On the other hand, the income effect exercises downward pressure on the price of

nontradables, generating a real depreciation. This is because the higher level of government

consumption will require a hike in taxes in period 2, and this will reduce available income.

Consequently, there is a reduction in demand for nontradables in period 1 and 2.
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Thecombined effects depend on the relative forces ofthe substitution and income effects. In

the most plausible case, where the substitution effect dominates the income effect, this results

in df / dG1
N > 0, which generates an appreciation inperiod 1.

df2
= (1/~) { -f1[EanMPC1

N - (Enfl - R1flfl)MPC2N]Ew +Et2nEw } >°
dG1

N (3.55)

Equation (3.55) shows the channel by which a temporary increase in government

consumption ofnontradables inperiod 1 influences theprice of nontradables in period 2. In this

case also, the substitution and income effects operate in opposite directions and the result

depends on therelative size of the two forces.

The substitution effect captured by the second term on the RHS of equation (3.55) puts

upward pressure on the price of nontradables. That is, facing highergovernment consumption

of nontradables, people substitute intertemporally, which generates a positive effect on the

priceof nontradables.

The income effect captured by the first term on theRHS ofequation (3.55) also exercises

downward pressure by decreasing private sectoravailable income. Therefore, in the case that

the substitution effect dominates the income effect, a temporary increase in government

consumption ofnontradables inperiod I results indf2/dG
1
N> 0, which generates an equilibrium

realappreciation inperiod 2.
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(3.56)

{ • 1 1 2= (l/A) -<5 f2!:EtwMPC N- (Enn - R nn)MPC N]Ew
dG2

N

(3.57)

Equation (3.56) and (3.57) represent that an anticipated increase in government

consumption of nontradables in period 2 will affect the price of nontradables through both,

income and substitution channels.

The channels can be explained in the same way as in equations (3.54) and (3.55). In

equation (3.56), the intertemporal substitution effect capturedby the second term on the RHS

causes upward pressure on the price of nontradables. On the other hand, the incomeeffect

capturedby the first term exercises downward pressure on the priceof nontradables in period

1. In equation (3.57), the substitution effect, captured by the second term, and the income

effect, captured by the first term also causes upward and downward pressure, respectively, on

the priceofnontradables in period 2.

Therefore, when the substitution effect dominates the income effect, an anticipated increase

ingovernment consumption of nontradables in period 2 will result in an increase in the priceof

nontradables in period I and 2, df /dG2
N> 0, df2 /dG2

N > 0, or, a real appreciation in both

periods.
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Financial Repression Case

Here we introduce financial repression to examine how the effects of the changes in

government consumption on the real exchange rate can be changed under the condition of

financial repression. By introducing financial repression (00 > r/ = &), the model can be

written as follows:

E [ 7[1(1, fI),007[2(1, f2), w] + GIT + fiGI
N+ r/ (G2

T+ f2G
2
N) = (Oo/f/) RI

+ on(R2 - T - 1/0) + (00 10· - l)(TI+CI)- 0·T2 (3.58)

En[7[I(l, fI),0·7[2(1, f2)] + GIN = RIfl(l, fI) (3.51)

En[7[I(1, fI),0·7[2(1, ti)] + G2
N= R2

f2(1, f2; K +I) (3.52)

From these equations, we can derive the effects of the change in government demand for

nontradables underfinancial repression on the equilibrium real exchange rates as follows:

= (1/.::\") { f l [CEtm -R2f2f2)MPCI
N - 00Enf2MPC2

N]Ew
dGIN

(3.59)

= (11.::\") { -fI[EanMPCIN - (Enfl - R1flfl)MPC2N]Ew
dGIN

(3.60)
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• • 1 Iwhere ai = (0010 - 1)(E 1fl + flEnn - G N) < 0

• • Ia2 = (0010 - 1)(E 1t2+ flEna)> 0

a3' = [(0010· - l)(MPCI
T + MPCIN)]Ew > 0

Ii" is the determinant of theLHSmatrix in (3.53), which under
usualstability requirements ispositive.

Equations(3.59) and (3.60) represent the channels through whicha temporary increase in

government consumption of nontradables under financial repression affect the real exchange

rate. The channels that affect the price of nontradables are different from the case of no

financial repression we reviewed in (3.54) and(3.55). There are additional income effects that

are capturedby the second termson theRHS of equation (3.59) and (3.60). These effectsare

inducedby financial repression. Thereis an initial distortion ofundersaving. In this situation,

an increase in government consumption of nontradables in period 1 may improve the

intertemporal allocation of consumption by increasing saving. This income effect may put

downward and upward pressure on the price of nontradables in period 1 and period 2

respectively. Direct income effects that are captured by the first terms operate negatively on

the price of nontradables in both periods. Therefore, the combined income effect will be

negative inthe first period, and will be ambiguous in the secondperiod. On the other hand, the

substitution effects, captured by the third terms on the RHS of both equations, operate

positively on the price of nontradables in both periods. Therefore, the total effect will be

ambiguous in both periods. However, in the first period, because of the additional negative
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income effects, the combined income effect may dominate the substitution effect, which

generates a real depreciation inperiod 1.

=(1IL\") { o·fz[(Ean - RZt2t2)MPC1
N - OoEnaMPC2

N]Ew

dGzN

(3.61)

=(1IL\") { -o·fz[EanMPC1N - (Enn- R1flfl)MPCZN]Ew
dGzN

(3.62)

Equations (3.61) and (3.62) represent the channel through which anticipated increases in

government consumption of nontradables in period 2 affects the price of nontradables. The

channels can be explained with the same logic as in equations (3.59) and (3.60). The

substitution effects that are captured by the third terms on the RHS of equations (3.61) and

(3.62) generate a positive effect on the price of nontradables in both periods. The direct

income effects captured bythe first termof both equations also operate negatively on the price

ofnontradables inbothperiods, as inthe previous cases.

On the other hand, another income effect induced by the financial repression, captured by

the second terms on the RHS of equation (3.61) and (3.62) may influence positively the price

ofnontradables in period 1,and negatively in period 2. Thecombined income effects, then will
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be ambiguous in period 1 and will be negative in period 2. Therefore, the total effect will be

ambiguous in both periods. However, in the second period, the income effect may dominate

the substitution effect, which will result in a decrease in the price of nontradables, a real

depreciation in period2.

3.3.5 Summary

In the previous sections, we undertook various comparative static analyses using the

intertemporal model. The major findings of these analyses are summarized as follows. (1) In

the most plausible case, when there is no initial distortion of financial repression and

substitution effects dominate income effects, financial repression generates a real appreciation

in the first period and thengenerates a real depreciation in the second period. However, when

there is an initial distortion of financial repression, these effects can be changed. This is

because additional income effects are induced by the initial financial repression which may

generate ambiguous results in both periods. In linewith this, under other distortions such as

trade controls, the effect of the financial repression on the real exchange rates may also be

changed. The effect of financial repression on the real exchange rate depends on the relative

importance of the preexisting financial repression and trade controls. In an economy inwhich

trade controls are more severe (high tariffs) than financial repression, financial deregulation

may generate a real depreciation.

(2) The effect ofthe relaxation of the capital controls on the real exchange rate depends on

the factor intensity ofthe tradables and nontradables. In the case in which tradables are capital
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intensive, relaxation of the capital controls will result in a real appreciation in period 1, and

have an ambiguous effectin period 2. In the case in whichnontradables are capital intensive,

relaxation of the capital controls generate an ambiguous result in period 1, however, that will

generatea realappreciation in period 2. The effect can be changed in the presence offinancial

repression. Under financial repression, indirect incomeeffects are induced, and this additional

income effect may change the effects from those expected without financial repression.

Therefore, under financial repression, relaxation of capital controls affects real exchangerates

ambiguously in both periods iftradables are capital intensive. In the case that nontradables are

capital intensive, relaxation of capital controls also generatesan ambiguous result in period 1.

In period2, however, therewill be a realappreciation.

(3) When there is no initial tariff tariff imposition results in a real appreciation due to the

substitution effectin both periods. When there are initial tariffs, the effects ofa hike in import

tariffs on the real exchange rate may be changed with the income effects. However, in the

plausible case that there is substitutability in consumption everywhere and that the substitution

effect dominates the income effects, a temporary tariff hike (reduction) will generate an

equilibrium real appreciation (depreciation) in both periods. This is the conventional wisdom

that has been argued in the traditional policy literature. Under the condition of financial

repression, this traditional wisdom can be changed. Under financial repression, a tariff

reductionwill not necessarily result inan equilibrium real depreciation because ofthe additional

incomeeffectsinduced. Theeffects of tariffchangeson the equilibrium real exchangerate will

be influenced bythe relative importance of financial repression and the level ofthe tariff rate.
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(4) When thereare no distortions, and in the most plausible case in which the substitution

effect dominates the income effect, an increase in government consumption of nontradables

will generate a real appreciation in both periods. An anticipated increase in government

consumption of nontradables in period 2 will generate the same results, a real appreciation in

both periods. However, whenwe consider financial repression these results can be changed.

That is, under financial repression, an increase ingovernment consumption ofnontradables may

result in a real depreciation. This is because with the initial distortion of financial repression,

additional income effects are induced, which may generate movements in the opposite direction

as the substitution effect.

Analyses of the above results provide important implications. Under financial repression,

somegovernment policies sometimes maygenerate unwanted real exchange ratemisalignments

that contradict the conventional wisdom. Edwards (1989, 1991) showed that changes in the

level of import tariffs and taxes on foreign borrowing can generate different impacts on the

path of equilibrium real exchange rates than the result of previous studies using his

intertemporal framework. However, he assumed well-functioning domestic financial markets

in developing countries. The above reveals that financial repression mayplay an important role

in the channel through which various government policies affectthe real exchange rate. In this

respect, an empirical studyto examine theserelationships is necessary.
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ENDNOTES

1 Kahkonen analyzed the welfare effects of three types of liberalization policies - financial
deregulation, relaxation of capital controls, and trade liberalization. However, he did not
consider nontradable goods.

2 Internal equilibrium means that the nontradable goods market clears in the current period,
and is expected to be in equilibrium in future periods. In this definition of equilibrium real
exchange rate, it is implicit that this equilibrium takes placewithunemployment at the 'hatural
level': External equilibrium, on the other hand, is attained when the intertemporal budget
constraint, that statesthat the discounted sumof a country's current account hasto be equal to
zero, is satisfied. In otherwords, external equilibrium means that the current account balances
(current andfuture) are compatible with long-run sustainable capital flows.

3 This assumption of grosssubstitutability in period 1 requires thatEnln1plql > 0 and In1plEnI711
n\11 < En) n1pIQ1. Edwards(1989) argues that only in this case, the presumption found in
traditional policy literature regarding the relation between tariffs and real exchange rates (a
tariffhike will require a real exchange rateappreciation) will hold.

4 Eq2q1> 0, Eq2pl > 0. This result is possible only in a model with foreign borrowing where
agents borrowfromthe restof the world to smooth the effects of foreign shocks through time.
In thiscase, ifthere is no intertemporal substitution, Eq2q1= 0, Eq2pl = 0, then dq:zld't = o.

5 Edwards (1989) indicates that this ambiguous result is in contradiction to the more
traditional, and generally accepted policy oriented literature on tariffregimes. Edwards also
indicates that ifwe assume that there is substitutability in consumption everywhere, and that
substitution effects dominate income effects, a temporary tariffwill generate anequilibrium real
appreciation inboth periods.
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Chapter 4

Exchange Rate Movement and Policy: The Korean Experience

4.1 Economic Development and Policy Changes

In this section, we review the economic policy changes in Korea over the past three

decades. There have been two fundamentally different regimes since the early 1960s.

Beginning in 1962, policy makers adopted a highly regulated expansionary and export

oriented economic policy. This policy promoted high economic growth until the end of the

1970s. In the early 1980s, policy makers adopted a regime of economic stabilization, and have

promoted deregulation policies since then.

4.1.1 Expansionary and Export - Oriented Policy

Korea launched its first five year economic development plan in 1962. From this time,

Korea pursued expansionary monetary and fiscal policies to promote high economic growth

until the end of the 1970s. In line with this, Korea chose an outward oriented strategy as the

means to economic development.'

During the 1960s and 1970s, the priority of economic policies was higheconomic growth

and the creation of new employment opportunities. Thus the main aim of monetary policy in

theseperiods was to help finance economic plans. Given the low level of capital accumulation

andlack of well-organized money markets, funds were short and, typically, had to be typically
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provided by expanding the money supply or by inducing an inflow of foreign capital.

Furthermore, during this period, as the government adopted an expansionary fiscal policy, a

substantial fiscal deficit was maintained. Monetary policy during the period was also

expansionary. As a consequence of these expansionary policies, chronic inflation persisted

alongside rapid economic growth. At the same time, foreign debt had been accumulated with

sustained large investments exceeding domestic savings. During the 1970s, especially, the

ambitious development plan led to an overheated economy in spite of a difficult competitive

environment inworld markets for newly developing countries. Experiencing the first oil crisis,

Korean policy makers feared that its comparative advantage was shifting away from light

industry. In response, theKoreangovernment initiated a massive investment program in heavy

and chemical industries. During this period, policy instruments for monetary control, both

orthodoxinstruments and direct controls of bankcredit, could not function effectively because

of factors such as the immaturity of the financial structure, the existence of persistent excess

demand for banking funds, commercial banks' heavy borrowings from the central bank, and

largegovernment deficits.

On the other hand, to pursue the outward development policy, the Korean government

initiated an intensive series of financial reforms. First, the authorities strengthened thecontrols

over financial institutions. In 1962, at the launch of the first :five year economic development

plan, the Korean government revised the "Bank of Korea Act"and the "General Banking

Act." Since then, the financial sector in Korea has been under strict government controls.

Government has been directly or indirectly involved informulating some of the policies which

failed. Second, the authorities changed the interest rates. In 1965, the Korean government
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undertook monetary reform to substantially raise the interest rates for lending and borrowing

(especially for borrowing). The purpose of the reform was to supply funds to industries by

monetizing the non-monetary sector, and expanding the fund-raising scale in the financial

market through the parametric function of the interest rates, even though there were some

financial distortions. This reform was suggested by Gurley, Patrickand Shaw. Thehigh level

of interest rates was maintained for about threeyears. From 1968, however, as the financial

structure of firms deteriorated, interest rates began to fall steadily until August 1972, whenthe

high interest rate period was terminated by a Presidential Emergency Decree. Third, the

authorities changed the exchange rate system. In 1964, the government adopted a single

currency peg (crawling peg) system. These financial reforms helped outward- oriented policy

to work well andcontributed to economic growth.

4.1.2 Stabilization and Deregulation Policies since the 1980s

In the early 1980s, the Korean authorities shifted to a policy ofeconomic stabilization. This

was followed byeconomic liberalization policies.

Economic Stabilization in the Early 1980s

Towardthe endofthe 1970s, the Korean economy began to experience widening structural

imbalances associated with a prolonged period of rapid growth and high inflation brought on

by the expansionary policies. Kim (1986) noted that the accelerated inflation was considered
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to undermine the sustained economic growth seriously: weakening export competitiveness,

unproductive activities of business preoccupied with inflationary gains, and the growing

fiustration of workers confronting a widening disparity in the distribution of income and

wealth. Coping with this situation, the Korean government announced a comprehensive

stabilization program in 1979, which became a landmark in Korean macroeconomic

management. This program included restrictive fiscal and monetary management, investment

adjustment in the heavy and chemical industries, improvement inthe government price control

and commodity distribution system, and proposals for institutional changes to stabilize real

estateprices.
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During the subsequent years, as the economic situation continued to deteriorate, the

government relaxed the original restrictive policy stance somewhat to stimulate the economy.

However, withthis stabilization effort as momentum, theKorean authorities have continued to

maintain tight monetary andfiscal policies.'

Figure4.1 showsthat since 1980, money supply growthhas decreased remarkably andthat

prices have been largely stabilized.' In line with this, as we see in Figure 4.2, the ratio of

government consumption has decreased remarkably since the 1980s, reflecting the tight fiscal

policy stance, especially since the latter halfof the 1980s. The government consumption to

GDP ratio declined from 0.155 during the 1970s to 0.128 during 1980 - 1985, to 0.103 during

1986-1993.
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PromotionofDeregulation Policies

The successful implementation of a series of economic development plans contributed

greatlyto Korea's achievement ofremarkable economic development in the 1960s and 1970s.

However, as the Korean economy grew much larger and more complex, it reached a stage

where entrusting the management of the economy to government initiative was believed to be

lessefficient thanentrusting it to the market mechanism. (Bank ofKorea, 1990).

Therefore, the government shifted its policy stance to market-oriented management of the

economy as ofthe early 1980s, to enhance the efficiency of the entire economic system. First,

to introduce greater competition from abroad, the government has accelerated import

liberaIization, progressively reducing the number of items whose import is subject to restriction.

As a result, by the early 1990s, import liberaIization hasbeen almost accomplished. Theimport

liberaIization ratio (number ofautomatic approval item / totalnumberof item)has beenraised

from around 50 - 60%, during the second halfof the 1970s, to 95.4% in 1988. (Ministry of

Finance, 1992). Together with the reduced quantitative import restrictions, the average

nominal tariffrate has been gradually lowered from 24.9% in 1979, to 18.1% in 1988, and to

10.1%in 1992.

In the financial sector, also, a number of measures have beentaken to encourage financial

reform since the early 1980s. This effort started with the lifting of many restrictions on bank

management in orderto promote competition and efficiency. Subsequently, various measures

of reform have been promoted." Reforms in financial system, and monetary policy reforms

such as interest rate deregulation and relaxation in credit controls have been enacted. In

addition, there has been a relaxation of capital and foreign exchange controls. Among these
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various measures, interest rate deregulation and the relaxation of capital and foreign exchange

controls are particularly correlated to the changes in exchange rates. As such, we shall narrow

our focus downto an analysis ofjust these policies.

TheKoreanexperience is in contrast to thatof the Southern Cone countries, withregard to

the implementation of the liberalization policies. The Southern Cone countries carried out

extensive reforms, including the elimination of direct programs, interest rate controls, and

exchange rate controls. In Korea, bycontrast, reforms havebeen introduced stepbystep, and

have been much less comprehensive. Korea initially tried to liberalize only trade transactions

and to promote the domestic financial market and capital markets. Korean monetary

authorities havebeenveryconservative in promoting the liberalization of the interest rate and

the capital account. They were very much preoccupied with the unfortunate consequences

resulting from the appreciation of the local currencies after capital liberalization during late

1970s, andearly 1980s, inthe Southern Conecountries.

InterestRateDeregulation

Early efforts at interest rate deregulation in Korea, during the first half of the 1980s,

adopted the strategy of introducing new financial products, with relatively high interest rates,

that were closer to market rates, instead of deregulating the rates on existing products. (see

Appendix B).

In the latter half of the 1980s, price stability and a current account surplus enabled the

Korean economy to proceed further along the road of interest rate liberalization. With a major

deregulation of the interest rates charged by banks and non-banks, which took place in
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December 1988. Unfortunately, however, the timing of this move proved somewhat

inopportune, forcing the monetary authorities to resume control of interest rates several

months later. Economic conditions promptly deteriorated from early 1989. As the market

determined interest rates soared, the failed reform was criticized from the viewpoint that high

interest rateswould erode the international competitiveness of Korean exports, along with the

hikes inwagesandappreciation of the Korean won.

Following this reversal, there was lively debate over how interest rate deregulation should

proceed. Finally, a newfour-stage interest ratederegulation plan wasundertaken inNovember

1991. In the first stage, most of the short-term lending rates of banks and non-bank financial

institutions wereliberalized. Deposit rateswerepartially liberalized withrates on deposits with

maturities of more than three years being deregulated. At the same time, interest rates on

various money and capital market instruments, including corporate bonds with maturities of

over two years, werealsofreed.

The successful completion of this first phase of interest rate deregulation could be a firm

basis for the next, more extensive, round of deregulation. However, it is generally accepted

that interest rate deregulation inKoreahasbeen slow, andthisdelay has proved to be a hurdle

for further financial liberalization.5

Relaxation of Capital Controls

The policy toward decontrol ofthe capital account hasbeen strongly influenced by Korea's

overall macroeconomic situation. In particular, the current account, the debt situation, and

liquidities constraints have all played a role. In the early 1980s, Korea faced the problems of a
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current account deficit and accumulated foreign debt. The government reacted by restricting

capital outflows, resulting in an eventual netcapital inflow.

Korea has experienced a constant capital shortage ever since the economic development

process began and has relied mainly on foreign borrowing, rather than on foreign direct or

portfolio investment, as a method of financing. However, in July 1984, the authorities adopted

a negative listsystem to the effect that all types of foreign direct investment are allowed unless

specifically prohibited in the regulation of foreign direct investment. Since the new policy has

beenadopted, foreign direct investment bynon-residents has increased greatly.

In the late 1980s, when Korea recorded a current account surplus, she had difficulties in

controlling domestic liquidity with an excessive supply of moneyin the foreign sector. Korea

had concerns about the possibility of changes in the real exchange rate due to capital inflows.

For the sake of export competitiveness, the Korean won needed to be held at a relatively

competitive level. During this period, however, international pressure began to mount on

Korea for greater import liberalization. Given the economic situation of the latter halfof the

1980s, the Korean government pushed strongly for policies which induced large capital

outflows, and at the same time, placed strong restrictions on capital inflows during the second

halfof the 1980s and early 1990s. The deregulation of capital inflows during this period has

beenconcentrated on overseas direct andportfolio investments.

As international pressure to open the capital market strengthened, Korea partially opened

the domestic stockmarket to foreign investors beginning in 1992.
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Foreign Exchange Liberalization

Liberalization of the Korean foreign exchange market has beengradually pursued since the

late 1980s, reflecting the authorities' desire to minimize the adverse effects of abrupt

liberalization policies. Since Korea accepted the obligations of Article vrn of the IMP

Agreement in November 1988, there has been a considerable relaxation of foreign exchange

controls in line with the spirit of the IMP. However, liberalization of the foreign exchange

market inKoreais still in theearly stages.

Foreign exchange transactions, which had been under strict control because of a chronic

current account deficit, turned to surplus in the latter halfof the 1980s. Deregulatory changes

took place in areas like the foreign exchange rate system, and foreign exchange position

management. At the same time, efforts for the internationalization of the Korean won have

beencarried out consistently.

The market average foreign exchange rate system, which was introduced in March 1990,

allows the wonlU.S.dollar exchange rate to fluctuate freely, within a band, around a base

exchange rate. In 1987, transactions in currency futures and currency options were allowed in

addition to forward contracts and currency swaps. Major foreign currency call markets were

established during 1989 - 1992.

4.2 Overviewof the FinancialStructure

In the previous section, we reviewed the major economic policy changes in Korea for the

past three decades. During this period, the Korean government played an important role in
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economic development. Under the government initiative, the financial sector has made a

significant contribution to economic development in Korea by allocating domestic savings to

strategically important sectors." The current financial system has been built to support the

industrial policies, by supplying a large amount of financial resources at lower interest rates.

With the revision of the" Bank ofKorea Act" and the" General Banking Act" in 1962, the

financial system inKoreawas converted to supportthe financing ofindustry, and an economic

development program proceeded underthe guidance of the new government. Since then, the

financial sector inKoreahasbeenlagging behind the realsector.

The financial sectorhas grown substantially in termsofscale, though, to keep pace with the

growth of the economy. Generally, the financial interrelation ratio (the ratio of total financial

asset to GNP) is used to measure the scaleof the financial sector. The trend of the financial

interrelation ratio (FIR) shows an increasing trend in the long-run, especially since the 1980s.

Table4.1 showsthatthe Goldsmith's FIR (Goldsmith, 1969) rose from2.13 in 1970 to 2.40 in

1980to 4.22 in 1991.

Bank ofKorea (1993) explains that financial industries in Korea have grown remarkably

terms of scale by establishing and extending financial institutions, and by introducing new

financial instruments during the 1970s and 1980s. However, this ratio is far lower than those

of major advanced countries, and lower than that of Taiwan, a country at a similar stage of

economic development. The FIR in U.S.A, U'K, Japan and Taiwan are all in the 5.2 - 6.9

range as of the early 1990s. However, in Korea, this ratio is only 4.2 in 1991. The security

and equitymarkets arealsounderdeveloped compared to major industrial countries. As we see

in Table 4.1, the ratio of primary securities to GNP is in the 1.3 - 1.7 range for the three



Table 4.1 FinancialInterrelationRatio

Financial Asset/GNP Primary Securities/GNP Indirect Security/GNP

Korea
1970 2.13 0.59 1.54
1980 2.40 0.46 1.94
1987 3.77 0.84 2.93
1991 4.22

U.S.A
1970 4.37 1.65 2.72
1973 4.28 1.34 2.94
1986 5.03 1.76 3.27
1990 5.23

u.K.
1969 4.46 1.39 3.07
1972 5.02 1.63 3.39
1986 6.32 1.30 5.02

Japan
1970 3.74 0.55 3.19
1977 4.48 0.77 3.71
1987 6.81 1.76 5.05
1991 6.95

Taiwan
1970 2.14 0.51 1.63
1986 4.20 1.02 3.18
1988 4.23
1991 5.10

Source: Bank ofKorea (1993, 1989)
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advanced countries in 1986 or 1987. However, the ratio in Korea stood at 0.84. This level is

lowerthan that of Taiwan inthe same year.

At the same time, Bank of Korea (1993) noted that financial industries in Korea have

generally lagged behind in terms of quality. That is, the banking institutions in Korea do not

cany out the fundamental roles of intermediation of savings and investments because the

market mechanism is distorted in the financial markets by excessive government controls.

BankofKorea(1993) also noted thatthe laginthe financial sectorinKorea has been the result

of the sustained financial repression implemented to pursue the export-led growth strategy

during the past three decades. Financial markets have been controlled for most of the period,

with the monetary authorities allocating scarce domestic savings to export-oriented industries,

the priority sector for economic development in Korea. Amsden and Euh (1993) note that

despite the longer-than-a decade effort at financial liberalization, the financial system continues

to operate within the context of industrial policy.

The Korean monetary authorities have especially controlled domestic interest rates to

maintain a low cost of capital to encourage economic development. Amsden andEuh (I993)

also notethat the monetary authorities inKoreamaintain the policy of intervention to prevent

excessively high costs of capital that might discourage investment. Therefore, most of the

interest rates including lending and borrowing rates of the financial institutions, have been

restricted below the market level of rates. Figure 4.3 compares the regulated interest rate paid

on deposits with the curbmarket rate, andcorporate bond yields that represent the market rate,

since the 1970s. During the whole period, the interest rate paid on deposits is far below the

rate of the curb market and corporate bond yields." During a period of the 1970s, the real
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interest rates paid on deposits evenshowed a negative trend. This negative real interest rates

was an adverse consequence of an artificially lowinterest rateon deposits and of high inflation.

However, during the 1980s, the real interest rate for deposits maintained a positive trend

thanks to a lower inflation rate.
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4.3 Review of the Exchange Rate System and Exchange Rate Behavior

In this section, we review the exchange rate system inKorea over the past three decades.

We also review theKorean won exchange ratesmovements since the 1970s.
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4.3.1 Exchange Rate System

In Korea, four different exchange rate systems havebeenusedsince the end of World War

Il, From August 1945 to March 1965, the fixed paritysystem tying the won to the US.dollar

was adopted. During thisperiod, the parity was changed frequently. The exchange rate was

set rather arbitrarily by government officials and stayed unchanged until the next official

change.

FromMay 1965 to December 1974, a single currency peg (crawling peg)system, peggedto

the US.dollar was adopted. This was done because Korea faced continuous high inflation

during this period and wanted to maintain competitiveness by adjusting the exchange rates to

reflect the differential between domestic and foreign inflation rates. This crawling peg system

encouraged foreign capital inflows because expectations were more stable than in the case of a

one-time substantial depreciation. However, it was found that the changes made under the

crawling peg were not large enough andKoreadepreciated the wonsharply in 1969, 1971, and

1974.8 These successive rounds of devaluation were carried out to support the export-led

economic growth policy. Price competitiveness, through devaluation, was a high priority in

achieving the goal of export promotion. At the same time, the monetary and fiscal expansion

necessary to carryout an ambitious economic planaccelerated inflation.

Therefore, from 1975 to 1979 Korea went back to a fixed exchange rate linked to the

US.dollar, at 484 won perdollar. In addition, the improved balance of payments situation, due

to the boomingexports and increased remittances from laborers in the Middle East, increased

reserves and allowed Korea to more easily adopt a fixed exchange rate regime. Korea also
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tried to halt imported inflation by fixing the exchange rate. However, this US.dollar peg or

fixed system revealed some problems. One observer (Kim, 1992) has noted a number of

problems with the policy: first, since the value of the won was linked only to the value of the

US.dollar, the won exchange rates vis-a-vis other currencies was often misaligned and no

corrections were made in a timely basis. Second, the exchange rate was changed in a highly

discrete manner. Devaluation cameonly after substantial pressure of devaluation had mounted

and, when it did, it came in big ways. This pattern of change misdirected the allocation of

resources. Third, the high domestic inflation rate was not properly incorporated in the

exchange rate, andthishampered the price competitiveness ofKoreanexports.

To dealwiththeseproblems, the government of Koreadepreciated the won 20% in January

1980. Subsequently, in February 1980, the Korean government changed its exchange rate

system to a multiple currency basket, managed floating system. Thiswas a system of pegging

theKoreancurrency's value to the average of both the SDRbasket valueofthe US.dollar and

a Korean trade-weighted basket value offive foreign currencies," This basket approach was

introduced in the belief that market forces should play a more active role in improving the

flexibility of the exchange rate, while stability should be maintained at the same time. Under

this system, the won-US.dollar rate was the exchange rate the monetary authority used to set

the appropriate level ofKorean external value against foreign currencies.

The announced formula wasas the following.

E = pSDR+ (l-J3)KOR + ADJ 0<13<1

where E: nominal exchange rate of thewonto the US.dollar
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SDR: SDRvalue ofU.S.doliar

ADJ: adjustment factors

KOR: the US.doliarvalue froma Korean basket ofKorea's non-US. currencies

p: the weight given to the SDRbasket's value

Source: Kwack (1988)

The rule did not allow the exchange rate to be set freely but provided a simple mechanistic

formula for the monetary authority to set a "center rate" Adjustments of the exchange rate

were easier both operationally and politically. This was because Korea was accused of

'inanipulating"the foreign exchange rateby the US. government. What is more, the weights

between the SDR basket and the won basket were not announced by the authorities. Under

this dual basket system, the nominal won - US.doliar exchange rate depreciated 84% from

1980 to 1985. In response, thetradebalance began to improve, and, in 1986, the trade balance

shifted into surplus. However, during 1986-1989, the nominal won - U.S.doliar exchange rate

appreciated by 22%, a result which was influenced by the Plaza and Louvre agreements.

During this period, the US. government mounted pressure on Korea to open up its financial

markets. In line with this, the multiple basket pegged system revealed some limitations,

particularly in regard to its inability to take fully into account economic fundamentals and the

supply and demand situation ofthedomestic foreign exchange market.

Accordingly, in March 1990, the authorities adopted a new exchange rate system (the

Market AverageExchange Rate System) as part of an effort to move to a full-fledged system

of market-based determination of the exchange rate." Reflecting the immature exchange
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market in Korea, the government introduced this system as a transitional stagetoward the free

floating exchange ratesystem being used in major advanced countries. Under this new regime,

the market average rate of the won against the U.S.dollar is calculated by taking a weighted

average ofthe exchange rates, with the weight being the transaction volume at eachrate. The

exchange rates against other currencies are determined by an arbitrage relationship, with the

exchange rate between the U.S.dollar and any third currency being determined in the

international foreign exchange market. The market average rate, thus determined, becomes the

basicrate ofthe nextday, andthis rate is initially allowed to fluctuate within a band, which has

frequently beenexpanded. Theband, originally set to 0.4% above or below the base exchange

rate, was expanded to 0.6% either way in September 1991, to 0.8% in July 1992, and then

1.0% in October 1993. Eventually, this gradual expansion of the daily fluctuation band is

expected to bringabout whatisvirtually a free- floating exchange rate system.

In reviewing exchange rate management overthe pastthree decades, we can saythat it was

basedon a nominal anchor approach during the 1960s - 1970s, in the respect that the monetary

authorities tried to fix the exchange rates. On the other hand, since the 1980s, the monetary

authorities have adopted a real target approach by introducing a managed floating exchange

rate system.

4.3.2 Exchange Rate Behavior

Examining the trend of the won/U.S.dollar nominal exchange rate, there are three sharp

depreciations and two turning points in the period from 1970 to the early 1990s. The first
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sharpdepreciation occurred in June 1971 (21.8%) under the single currency peg system. The

second substantial depreciation took place in December 1974 (30.5%), mainly dueto the first

oil shock. Subsequently, the exchange rate system wentbackto a fixed exchange ratesystem.
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The third big depreciation was implemented in January 1980 (20%), due to the second oil

shock. Soonafter, the monetary authorities changed the exchange rate system to the multiple

basket pegged system. In line with this, two turning points are evident since the 1980s: In

1986, the depreciation trend was reversed, and an appreciation followed from 1987 to 1989.

In 1990, thisrate peaked and, since then, thewon hasbeen depreciating.
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Examining the real exchange rateof the won vis-a-vis the U.S.dollar, since 1980, it showsa

similar patternas the nominal wonexchange rate. Figure 4.4 depicts the trend ofthese bilateral

nominal and realexchange rates since 1970.
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The real effective exchange rate (REER) for the Korean won which is measured by using

trade volume and prices of seven major trading partners (U.S.A., Japan, Canada, United

Kingdom, Germany, France, Netherlands), showsa similar trendto the realwon exchange rate

(seeFigure 4.5). In the early 1970s, the REER depreciated. However as of 1973, the REER

appreciated until the endof the 1970s. Beginning inthe 1980s, with the adoption ofa multiple
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basket system, the REER started to depreciate rapidly, with a 42.39% real depreciation by the

end of 1986. The REER then had a 23.6% appreciation, which continued until the end of the

1980s. However, beginning the 1990s, it has reversed to a trend of depreciation, With an

11.46% real depreciation from 1990 to 1993.
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In comparing the trend of the REER with that of the nominal won exchange rate, we see

that these two exchange rates, as a whole, seem to have moved systematically since the 1980s.

However, from time to time, the REER and the nominal exchange rate have diverged. The

asynchronous movement of these two exchange rates reflects exchange rate misalignments
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among major currencies. During 1986, the nominal exchange rate stayed almost unchanged

(appreciating slightly), while the REER decreased sharply, reflecting the strength of the U.S.

dollaragainst the Japanese yenand the Deutsche mark. In thisparticular period, the exchange

rate policy stance in Korea could be characterized as having been too cautious and

conservative. The Korean monetary authorities adjusted slowly to maintain international

competitiveness against theU.S.dollar.

4.4 Studies ofExchange Rate Detennination in Korea

Many studies on the determination and the appropriate level of the Korean exchange rate

have been done by Korean economists since the adoption of multiple currency basket peg

system in 1980. These studies, including Kim (1984), Dum (1990), and Kwack and Kim

(1990), attempt to reveal whether the authorities manage the basket system properly, and

whetherthe weights of the major currencies areappropriate.

Somestudies considered structural factors, such as the current account balance and external

debts. These studies, however, focused on the mechanism of the multiple currency basket peg

system. Kwack (1988), examined whether the exchange rate policy targets are related to

Korea's PPP or external debt position, and found that Korea's authorities adjusted their

exchange rate in response to change in the external debt, but not to deviations from the PPP

during 1973-1986. According to these results, the possible targets of exchange rate policy

were PPP, inflation differentials, the real exchange rate, the balance of payments, external debt

and interest rate differentials. Kwack and Kim (1990) also showed that the exchange rate over
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the managed floating period of 1980 - 1989 is explained by the movements of the U.S. dollar,

relative prices, and the external liability relative to Korean income.

Kim (1990a) reviewed Korean exchange ratebehavior from the viewpoint of the exchange

rate determination theories. He applied the flexible price monetary model (Frenkel - Bilson

model), the rational expectations model, the sticky price monetary model (Dornbusch - Frankel

Model), and the sticky price asset model (Hooper - Morton model) under the assumption of

PPP theory, overthe period 1980-1989, using quarterly data. However, the result showsthat

any model based on PPP theory, the monetary approach, or the portfolio balance approach,

does not explain Korean exchange rate satisfactorily. Lee (l992a) argues that the monetary

approach model and the Hooper - Morton model have certain limitations in explaining

exchange rate behavior in lessdeveloped countries. This is because these models are basedon

the Mundell - Flemming model, which only considers demand. It is necessary to consider

supply in less developed countries, such as Korea. Paying attention to this, he compared the

monetary approach model, and the Hooper - Morton model, with his "labor market

disequilibrium model" which considers the supply side estimating the Korean exchange rate

using u.s. andKorean data. From this study, Lee derived someimportant implications. The

model is applicable inexplaining the exchange ratebehavior between developing and advanced

countries.

There are some other studies that discuss purchasing powerparity of the Korean exchange

rate, and deviations from it. Bahmani-Oskoosee and Rhee (1992) tested the absolute PPP

theory between the Korean won and nineteen other currencies of the effective exchange rate

concept using cointegration overthe period of 1980 - 1989. This provided empirical evidence
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rejecting the long-run PPP. Lee (1991) examined whether the Korean exchange rate deviates

systematically from PPP. He found some evidence that the Korean exchange rate against the

U.S.dollar and the Japanese yen deviates systematically over the period of 1980 - 1990, and

that these deviationscould be explainedby productivitydifferences between the countries.

Some studies analyzed the exchange rate behavior by estimating the authorities' reaction

functions. Kim (1990b) analyzed the exchange rate policy behavior in Korea by estimating

both nominal and real exchange rate reaction functions over the period of the third quarter

1980, to the third quarter 1988. His results are that the authorities appear to have targeted the

overall current account and bilateral trade balance for the won/U.S.dollar and won!yen

exchange rates. His results also shows that they did not target either PPP, or real exchange

rate misalignment for the won/U.S.dollar exchange rate determination. Lee (1990) also

estimated the nominal won! U.S.dollar exchange rate over the period of 1980 - 1989 using

quarterly data. His results also imply that Korean monetary authorities may target the current

account rather than PPP. The result implies that authorities are concerned with overall

economic characteristics rather than the bilateral economic determination of the won!

U.S.dollar exchange rate.

On the other hand, Park (1989) attempted to explain Korean exchange rate behavior from

the viewpoint of macroeconomic stability, changes in wages, productivity and profit margins,

and the political economy of exchange rate policy instead of using specific exchange rate

theory. From this study, he found that in Korea, in relation to the experience of Southern Cone

countries, sound fiscal and financial policies accompanied by capital controls provided the

macroeconomic stability that prevented massive movements in real exchange rates. In a
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separate paper, Park (1987) analyzed the linkages between the real exchange rate and real

wages. He showed that the linkages are influenced by the magnitude of changes in terms of

trade, productivity in nontraded goods, wages in terms of importables, effective real capital

cost and import liberalization among others.

Park (1991) analyzed the determinants of the Korean real exchange rate by applying the

Calvo and Rodriguez's (1977) simple two-sector model. The estimation was performed over

the period of 1980-89, using quarterly data. The results reveal some interesting phenomena.

First, the monetary andfiscal expansion ledto a real appreciation. Second, the improvement in

the terms of trade led to a real depreciation. This experience is in the contrast to the popular

view that an improvement in the terms of trade will result in a real appreciation. Third,

productivity growthledto a real appreciation, but thiseffect of the Ricardo - Balassatypewas

not significant. Finally, the nominal devaluation was quite effective in producing a real

depreciation. Lee (1992b) investigated the empirical relationship between the real exchange

rate and interest rate differentials for Korea-U.S as well as for Korea-Japan, over the periods

1973.5-1990.6. The result showed that monetary disturbances do not explain much of the

exchange rate behavior. It is expected that real factors affected the exchange rates over the

sample period. The result also noted that long run equilibrium relations do not exist between

both series.

Aswe reviewed above, most studies on the Korean exchange rate haveconcentrated on the

behavior of the nominal exchange rate. There are only limited studies on real exchange rate

determination, and these studies do not consider the effects of a repressed domestic financial

market in Korea. In Korea, the monetary authorities have controlled domestic interest rates to
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maintain a low cost of capital to encourage economic development. As we examined in

Chapter 3, in a financially repressed economy, the real exchange rate can be affected by its

condition of financial repression, andunder this condition, the effects ofgovernment policies on

the realexchange rates also canbe changed. In this respect, it is quite necessary to investigate

real exchange rate determination considering a repressed domestic financial market in Korea.

Furthermore, we can saythat it is timely to analyze the effects of the various policies on the

realexchange rate inKoreaby considering thefinancial repression. Thisisbecause theKorean

monetary authorities plan to accelerate theinterest rate liberalization in the nearfuture.
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ENDNOTES

1 The first of a series of Five - YearPlans, initiated in 1962, identified investment andexport 
led economic growth as the number one priority. One of the premises of this development
strategy was that foreign capital inflows and imports must be used primarily to build up the
productive capacity of the economy to increase export performance.

2 The IMF (1985) evaluated Korea's experience following the second wave of oil price
increases as an excellent example of how orthodox stabilization policies, effectively
implemented, canhelp a country adjust to domestic andexternal shocks.

3 By the policy changes, the annual growth rate of money supply(M2), which had averaged
over 30% inthe 1970s, hasdecreased to well below 20 percent since 1983.

4 According to the Bank of Korea (1994), the measures enacted since the early 1980s are
summarized as follows: 1) interest rate deregulation 2) relaxation of the regulations on the
internal management 3) lowering entry barriers to the financial markets 4) enlargement of
business scope 5) national treatment of foreign banks 6) capital market opening 7) foreign
exchange andcapital account liberalization 8) introduction of the real name system for financial
transactions

s Jwa (1992) attempted to measure the degree offinancialliberaIization inKorea bylooking at
the response of regulated interest rates to the market interest rate over time and by analyzing
the trend of the interest rate margin in the banking sector. According to these results, Korea's
overall financial deregulation seems to havebeen slightly setback since the late 1980s.

6 Mobilization and allocation of domestic savings in the financial markets have been a priority
of the Korean government since the early 1950s. Moser (1989) argues that Korea has been
very successful in allocating domestic savings to priority sectors, but mobilization of domestic
savings hasnot been as effective as in many other Asian countries.

7 Even in the period of high interest rates (1965 - 1972), the level of official interest rates had
beenbelow the market interest rates.

8 Koreanmonetary authorities, devalued the Korean won 18.6% onNovember 3, 1969,21.8%
on June28, 1971, and30.5% onDecember 7, 1974.

9 The weights given in the SDRbasketrepresent, approximately, the role of the five countries
(U.S., WestGennany, Japan, France, andU'K) inworld exports ofgoods and services. While
the SDR basket serves as a proxy for the global weights, it may not adequately represent the
weights appropriate forKorea. Thus, a dual basket scheme was adopted.
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10 However, the IMF still classifies Korea's exchange rate system as a managed floating
system. This is because the new system introduced a band within which exchange rate
fluctuation is allowed.
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CHAPTER 5

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION OF REAL EXCHANGERATE: THE CASE OF
KOREA

5.1 Empirical Model Specification

The empirical model is based on the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 3.

According to this framework, financial repression (or deregulation of the domestic financial

market), capital controls, the composition of government consumption, investment,

productivity, and the external terms of trade, are the important "fundamentals" in determining

the behavior of equilibrium real exchange rates.

The simplest possible way of writing down the equilibrium real exchange rate is as follows:

(Refer to Edwards, 1991).

wherethe following notation has been used:
e·: equilibrium real exchange rate
KC: measure of controls overcapital flows
TC: measure of controls overtrade
GNC: government consumption on nontradables
INV: ratioof investment ofGDP
PDT: index of productivity
TOT: external terms of trade
RID: measure offinancial repression

(5.1)
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However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the actual real exchange rate generally deviates from

the long run equilibrium real exchangerate. That is, in the short-run, the real exchange rate is

also affected by monetary factors. In the long-run, equilibrium real exchange rate movements

will dependon realvariables only. Therefore, the dynamic behavior ofthe actual real exchange

rate canbe presentedas follows:

10g(eA -log(eA-l = 8 [log(e\ -log(eA-l] + J.l,IMPACT

where ~: actual real exchangerate, IMPACT: disturbances

(5.2)

Based on Edwards' specification(1988c, 1991), the following equation for the dynamics of

real exchange rate behaviorcan capture the actualrealexchange rates.

~og(eA = 8 [log(e\ -log(eA-l ] - A[Zt - Z"t] + <I> [log(EA -log(EA-l ] (5.3)

where Z, is an index of macroeconomic policies, Z"t is the sustainable level of macroeconomic

policies. E is the nominal exchange rate. And8, A, <I> are positive parameters that capture the

dynamic adjustment process.

Equation (5.3) establishes that actualmovements of the real exchange rate respondto three

forces. First, there will be an autonomoustendency for the actualreal exchange rate to correct

existing misalignments. This force is represented by the partial adjustment term, 8[logfe), 

logee)t-I]. The speed of self adjustment is captured by the parameter 8. The smaller is 8 (i.e.,

the closer it is to zero), the slower will be the speed at which the real exchange rate
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misalignment will be corrected. According to Edwards, the value of 8 will depend on a

number of institutional factors, including the extent of capital mobility, and the existence of

wage indexation rules.

The second determinant of real exchange rate movements is related to macroeconomic

policies, given by - A [ Z, - ZOt ].1 This term states that if the macroeconomic policies are

unsustainable in the medium to longer run, and are inconsistent with a pegged rate (i.e; Z, >

ZOt), therewill be pressures toward a real appreciation.

The third determinant of real exchange rate movements is related to changes in the nominal

exchange rate and is given by the term <I> [ 10g(E}t - 10g(E}t.l]. A nominal devaluation will

havea positive effect on the real exchange rate on impact, generating a short run depreciation;

the actual magnitude of this real depreciation will depend on parameter <I>.

By replacing equation (5.1) andtheexpression for [Zt - ZOd in equation (5.3), we obtain an

equation that could, in principle, be estimated using conventional methods. Here we consider

the excess supply of domestic credit (EXDC) and the ratio of fiscal deficit (RDEH) as the

components of a macroeconomic policies vector. In thiscasetheequation to be estimated is as

follows:

log(e}t = Yo + y1log(KC)t + Y210g(TC)t + Y310g(GNC}t + y,Jog(INV)t+ yslog(pDT)t

+ y610g(TOT}t + y710g(RID)t + (1 - e)log(e}t.l - ABXDC + <I>RNEX + Et (5.4)

whereYi = e~i (i= 0 to 7), at= eUt
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5.2 Specification of the Variables and Data

In this section, we discuss the variables and related data to be used for estimation. After

defining the variables, we undertake stationary (unit root) and cointegration tests. We also

discuss some econometric issues, such as endogeneity, andthepower ofthe cointegration test.

5.2.1 Definition ofthe Variables and the Source of Data

Here, we discuss the definitions of both dependent and explanatory variables. We choose

someappropriate proxies for the variables thatarenot available.

Dependent Variables: Real Exchange Rates

Fromthe theoretical framework, the real exchange rate is defined as the relative price of

tradables to nontradables (E * P*r / PN) or the relative price of exportables to nontradables (E*

P*x / PN) . However, it isdifficult to measure theexact real exchange ratescorresponding to the

definition, aswas discussed inChapter 2.

For this reason, we use the proxy that is commonly used for empirical studies: foreign

country's producer price index (pPI) inthe numerator and the domestic consumer price index

(CPI)inthedenominator?

RER = ( E *PPI" / CPI) (5.5)
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The main arguments in its favor are that the foreign country's WPIs or PPls can be

considered as fair proxies for the whole price of tradables, and the domestic CPI contains a

very high proportion of nontradable commodities.

Usingtheseproxies, weconstructed the bilateral real exchange rate against the US.dollar as

follows:

RER= E *PPIu S
/ CPIK

whereE is the nominal Korean wonexchange rate (average) against the US.dollar.

In line with this, we constructed a real effective exchange rate (REER)usingthe following

method:

n n

REER= 7t ( s,/Eo t i / 7t ( pKt pio / pitpK0 t i

i=l i=l

where ::gt :wonexchange rate against currency i at timet
::go :wonexchange rate against currency i at baseperiod
p\ :price levels incountry i at time t
pKt : price levels inKoreaat timet
pio : price levels incountry i at base period
pK0 : price levels inKoreaat baseperiod
Wi : weight of the trade'

(5.6)

In calculating the REER, we consider seven major trading partners of Korea: US.A., Japan,

Canada, Germany, United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands." In this study, we use two
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real exchange rates, the bilateral real exchange rate against the U.S.dollar and the real effective

exchange rate. This is due to the presence of financial repression, one of the most important

variables in this study, which is obtained from the real interest rates in U.S. and Korea. In

addition, we also use another proxy for financial repression, the spread between the market

oriented interest rate and the government controlled deposit rates.

Both variables, bilateral and multilateral real exchange rate will be used in log form. The

quarterly data for the bilateral and real effective exchange rates are from IMF's International

Financial Statistics and Direction of Trade Statistics and Bank of Korea's Monthly Bulletins.

All the data cover from 1970 to 1993. (see Appendix C)

Explanatory Variables

Here, we discuss the explanatory variables for real exchange rate equation. As equation

(5.4) specifies, explanatory variables consists of both real and nominal variables. Some

variables that are not available are proxied by the appropriate terms that best represent the

theory.

Controls over Capital Flows (KC): A perfect proxy for capital controls is not available. In the

theoretical framework, changes in capital controls is represented by changes in the marginal

loan rate (rL). However, the series of marginal loan rates is not available. Therefore, we

replace controls on capital flows by net capital flows. This is because capital controls will

affect the flow of capital moving in and out of the country. In the balance of payments, long

term and short-term capital balances reflect capital flows. So, we use long-term and short-term
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capital balances as the proxy for capital controls. It is the conventional wisdom that relaxation

of capital controls will result in a real appreciation, a negative sign for this variable. However,

the theoretical framework shows that this effect depends on the factor intensity of the tradables

andnontradables, andthecondition offinancial repression.

Trade Controls (TC): Trade controls generally consist of tariffbarriers and nontariff barriers.

However, it is difficult to measure the nontarifftrade controls. In this study, we only consider

the changes in tariffrates even though it does not reflect the whole effect of trade controls.

However, changes in the tariffrate is the most important policy tool in trade policy, and it is

directly related to the comparative static analysis in the theoretical framework. We use the

ratio of import duties to GDP as the measure of changes in import tariffs. Traditional policy

literature argues that relaxation of trade controls will result in a real depreciation, a negative

sign for this variable. However, we canexpect different results under the condition of financial

repression, following the theory developed inChapter 3.

Government Consumption of Nontradables (GNC): Data on government consumption of

nontradables is not easily available. As Edwards (1991) suggests, this is proxied by the ratioof

total government consumption to GDP. This is because it is considered that in Korea,

government consumption is mostly composed of nontradables. However, this is not a perfect

proxy, and, therefore, the results obtained should be interpreted with care. It is the popular

viewthat increases ingovernment consumption will result ina real appreciation, a negative sign

for this variable. The theoretical framework in Chapter 3 notesthat this effect can be changed

underfinancial repression.
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Investment (INV): Investment is represented bythe increase in capital stock. Capital stockcan

be captured by the gross fixed capital formation in the national accounts. And changes in

investment canbe represented by thechanges in the ratio of capital stock to GDP. Therefore,

we use the ratio of the gross fixed capital formation to GDP. This is one of the fundamentals

that are reliable intimeseries data.

Productivity (PDT): Measuring productivity change is not easy. Edwards (1991) used GDP

growth ratesas a measure ofproductivity change (technological progress). Thistype of proxy

was used under the implicit assumption that growth is taking place in the tradable sector.

However, Edwards mentions the shortcomings of the proxy. Cottani et al. (1990) used a time

variable, intheir regressions, as the proxy for technological factors to capture the residual trend

in the real exchange rate. In this study, we use two other proxies. First, a labor productivity

index from the Korea Productivity Center, and, second, self-constructed proxy (RLPTY) that

are obtained by dividing GDP by employment. In Korea, it is expected that productivity

increase will generate a real appreci~tion, a negative signfor thisvariable which represents the

Ricardo - Balassa effect.' Thisis because Koreahas pursuedan export-oriented policies.

External Terms of Trade (TOT): Terms of trade are represented by the external relative price

ofexportables (P-x) to importables (P-M). Following this definition, we use a calculated index

using unit price of exports and unit price of imports, in U.S.dollar terms. This is one of the

reliable fundamentals that existin time series data. It is the popular viewthat improvements in

the terms of trade - an increase in TOT - will result in an equilibrium real appreciation, a

negative sign for thisvariable.
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Financial Repression (RID): It is very difficult to measure the level of financial repression

exactly. It is closely related to thefinancial system that which is peculiar to each country. In

this study, financial repression canbe measured by the difference in real interest rates between

the world market and Korean deposits (RID). We use the treasury bill rate in the U.S. as the

world market real interest rate, and the 1 - 2 year time deposit interest rate in Korea as the

representative domestic deposit interest rate. In calculating real interest rates, we deduct the

inflation rate using the CPI in each country. In line with this, considering the difference in

financial structure between the two countries, such as preexisting chronic excess demand of

funds in Korea, we construct another proxy (RIDD), to measure the financial repression that

could represent the progress of the financial deregulation in domestic market. This is

calculated as the difference (spread) betweenthe market oriented interest rate(corporate bond

yields) and the government controlled deposit rates in Korea. As reviewed in Chapter 4, in

Korea, the government controlled deposit rates have been far below the market oriented

corporate bond yields. It can, then, be explained that, as the deregulation in the domestic

financial market progresses, the spread betweenthe two interest rates narrows. Following the

results of the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3, we expect a negative sign for these two

variables. This isbecause we cansay that in the Korean economy, financial repression has been

moreseverethan tradecontrols.

Excess Supply ofDomestic Credit (EXDC): As one of the measures of macroeconomic policy

consistency, we measure this term bythe growth rate of domestic credit minus the lagged rate

of growth of real GDP, as Edwards (1991) suggests. This is based on an assumption that the

demand for domestic credit has unitary elasticity with respect to real income. Following the
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definition of this variable, we would expect a negative sign, which indicates that as the excess

supply ofdomestic credit increases, the real exchange ratewill appreciate.

Growth Rate of Domestic Credit or Monetary Aggregate (ROC or RMON): Following

Edwards (1991), we also use the growth rate of domestic credit, or a monetary aggregate, as

the substitute for excess supply of domestic credit.

Fiscal Deficit Ratio {RDEill: As another measure of the macroeconomic policy consistency,

we use the ratio of the fiscal deficit to lagged high powered money as a measure of fiscal

policy. We would expectthisvariable to negatively affect the real exchange rate. An increase

in the ratio would causean appreciation of the real exchange rate, given that allothervariables

are stationary.

Changes in Nominal Exchange Rates (RNEX): To measure changes in the nominal exchange

rate, we use changes in the Korean nominal won exchange rate against the US.dollar. This is

because the Korean won has either been explicitly pegged to the US.dollar, or has been

pegged to a basketwhich has been dominated bythe US.dollar. We would expect a positive

sign for thisvariable, that is, a nominal devaluation will generate a short-run real exchange rate

depreciation.

Some ofthe data discussed above such as TC, GNC, INV, TOT will be used in log form.

The quarterly data for explanatory variables are from various issues of the Monthly Bulletin

and the National Accounts from the Bank of Korea. The productivity index is from Korea

Productivity Center, and the US. treasury bill rateis fromthe International Financial Statistics.

(see Appendix C). All Korean data (except government controlled deposit rate) were

seasonally adjusted using RATS EZ- XII program.
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5.2.2 Unit Root and Cointegration Tests

Before estimating, it is necessary to check whether the series of each variable in the

empirical model are stationary. Phillips (1986) notes that the usual procedures of traditional

OLS analysis, using non-stationary series that generate an integrated process, results in

"spurious" correlations. In this situation, the usual significance tests about the regression

coefficients are misleading.

The first step involves testing the variables to see if they are integrated. We use the

Augmented Dickey - Fuller (ADF) Test (Engle and Granger, 1987). For each variable, the

ADF test is conducted by running an OLS regression on the following equation.

k

~Y,= y+ot+ (<I> - 1)Yt-1 + :E (Pj~Ytj ) + Ct
j=l

where y: constant, t: trend, Y: data to be tested

To select the proper k, we started with some upper bound on k, say "kmID4."

(5.7)

kmax, = Int {4(TIlOO)1/4} where T is the number of the observations. We followed the

following rules: Ifthe last included lag is significant, we select k. Ifnot, we reduce the order of

the estimated autoregression by one until the coefficient on the last included lag is significant. If

none is significant, select k = o. In the last case, the ADF test is equivalent to the standard DF

test.
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The null hypothesis to be tested is that series hasa unit root, that is, (<I> - 1)= O. Using this

method, for some variables, we cannot reject the null hypothesis ofunit root. Two dependent

variables, bilateral and multilateral real exchange rates (RER, REER) are non-stationary in

levels. Sixexplanatory variables including TC, GNC, INV, TOT, RIDD, RMONare alsonon

stationary. We also checked that the first difference of these series are stationary using the

same ADFtest. Results showthat all the mentioned non-stationary series are stationary in first

difference form. (seeTable 5.1). This conclusion is supported by casual diagramatic evidence

provided bythe time series plots shown inFigure 5.1.1

The second step is to test whether the non-stationary variables in the real exchange rate

equations are cointegrated. If the non-stationary variables in the system are cointegrated, the

regressions are not spurious and a genuine relationship between dependent and explanatory

variables exist." In thiscase, for betterestimation, the dependent and explanatory variables may

be considered to be generated by an error correction model. Engle and Granger (1991) note

that whenthe non-stationary variables arecointegrated, the model will include both differences

and error correction terms. They also noted that when the non-stationary variables are not

cointegrated, the model will include only differences by forcing the error correction terms to

havezero coefficents.

For the cointegration test, we use two procedures following the Engle - Granger two step

estimation method (Engle and Granger,1991). First, the cointegrating regressions that include

non-stationary variables are estimated. Second, using the residuals from the cointegrating

regression, ADF tests are conducted to test the null hypothesis that the variables are not

cointegrated.
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Table 5.1 Augmented Dickey - FullerTest (1970.1 - 1993.3)

k

11Yt = y+ot+ (<l> - 1)Yt - 1 +L ( ~j 11Yt -j) +8t

j=1

RER
REER
EXMON
EXDC
RMON
RDC
RDEH
RNEX
KC
TC
GNC
INV
TOT
RPDT
RLPTY
RGDP
RID
RIDD

/1RER
/1REER
/1RMON
I1TC
AGNC
AINV
I1TOT
MUDD

k

1
1
3
3
4
1
o
o
1
o
1
o
1
3
3
3
1
o

1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I

Ho:<l>-I=O
(t value)

- 1.99332
- 3.02579
- 3.49631*
- 4.13104**
- 2.95205
- 3.89661*
- 6.94588**
-7.09011**
- 3.73653*
- 1.29094
- 2.89944
- 2.778
- 2.20834
- 5.03923**
- 4.73344**
- 4.44901**
- 3.72853*
- 2.399

- 5.88012**
- 6.18816**
- 5.04555**
-6.1317**
-7.50341**
- 8.32203**
- 5.10639**
- 6.79530**

Notes: *C) indicates that the null hypothesis of unit root is rejected at 5% (1%) significance
level. The critical value at the 5% and 1%significance level is -3.45 and-4.04
respectively for 100observations (Harvey, 1991). 11 denotes the firstdifference.
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The ADFtest involves using the residuals fromthe cointegrating regression in the following

regression:

(5.8)

where y: constant U: residuals

Usingthe same criteria as inequation (5.7), ifthe calculated t value on 1t exceeds the critical

value, the null hypothesis that there is a unit root in the residuals (i.e., there is a non

cointegration), canbe rejected.

We estimated cointegrating regressions based on seven different combinations of non

stationary variables. Using two dependent variables and six explanatory variables that are

integrated, we chose seven cointegrating regressions to be tested that include up to six

important integrated variables. The result of all the cointegration tests shows that the null

hypothesis can not be rejected." That is, cointegrating relations do not exist among the series

of non-stationary variables. (see Table 5.2). This result can be confirmed by the distributions

and correlograms of these residuals in Appendix D. Therefore, the empirical model for

estimation canbe specified using the differences of the non- stationary variables.

5.2.3 Some Econometric Issues

Most of major explanatory variables in the empirical model were derived from the

theoretical framework. Theory doesnot notepossible endogeneity bias, however. To be on
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Table 5.2 Cointegration Test

k Ho:1t=O Critical Value Result
(t value)

Regression 1 0 - 3.8385 - 4.5644(-4.2453) Cannot be Rejected
(RER, TC,GNC
INV, TOT)

Regression 2 0 - 3.2022 - 4.5644 (-4.2453) Cannot be Rejected
(REER, TC, GNC,
INV, TOT)

Regression 3 0 - 3.3587 - 4.9054 (-4.5794) Cannot be Rejected
(RER, TC, GNC,
INV, TOT, RIDD)

Regression 4 1 - 3.6759 - 4.9054 (-4.5794) Cannot be Rejected
(REER, TC, GNC,
INV, TOT, RIDD)

Regression 5 1 - 3.5277 - 4.9054 (-4.5794) Cannot be Rejected
(REER,RMON,TC,
GNC, INV, RIDD)

Regression 6 0 - 3.7469 - 4.9054 (-4.5794) Cannot be Rejected
(REER, RMON,TC,
GNC, INV, TOT)

Regression 7 0 - 3.6453 - 4.9054 (-4.5794) Cannot be Rejected
(REER,RMON, TC,
GNC, TOT, RIDD)

Notes: 5%(10%) significance level.
We calculated the critical values using themethod provided byMackinnon(1991).
Usinghismethod, we cantest cointegration relations withmorethantwo variables
up to sixvariables. Basedon a repeated, millions ofexperiments, Mackinnon derived
a specific equation to calculate the critical value forcointegration test.8

EngleandYoo(1987) alsoestablished thecritical value for the cointegrated test with
morethantwovariables(maximum five variables). According to this, the critical value
at a 5%(10%) significance level is - 4.58(- 4.26)for 5 variables and 100observations.
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the safe side, it is necessary to test to see whether some explanatory variables have an

endogeneity bias problem.

We used the methods of Granger-Causality test, and the Hausman specification test, to

check for the possible endogeneity bias. First, using the Granger-Causality method, for each

explanatory variable, we tested the null hypothesis that the dependent variable (here real

exchange rate)causes an explanatory variable." However, since there are someweaknesses of

this causality test, we used the Hausman specification testat the same time." That is, first, we

chose the explanatory variable which is regarded to have an endogeneity bias according to the

Granger-Causality test, then we undertook the Hausman test by substituting for this variable

withthe appropriate instrument variable.

The result of this test suggest that most of the explanatory variables have no endogeneity

bias. In the case of the bilateral exchange rate equation, two variables, financial repression

(RID) andthe productivity index (RPDT), are concerned with endogeneity bias. In the caseof

the multilateral exchange rate, also two variables, nominal exchange rate changes (RNEX) and

the productivity index (RPDT), are concerned. Accordingly, we will estimate the real

exchange rateequations using instrumental technique. (see Appendix E).

Related to the result of the cointegration test, it is meaningful to remind ourselves of the

limitations of the power ofcointegration tests. This limited power, resultsto the extent that the

data series used doesnot coverenough periods (around 90 quarters). In addition, we should

keep in mind that during this period, the Korean economy experienced some structural

changes. Campbell and Perron (1991) notedthat every cointegration processcan be arbitrarily

well approximated, in a finite sample, by a non- cointegrated process and vice versa. Kremers
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et aI. (1992) argues that with cointegration, the error correction model statistic can generate

more powerful tests thanthosebased uponthe Dicky-Fuller statistic applied to the residuals of

a static cointegrating relationship. In this respect, we will consider the errorcorrection model

additionally by assuming a cointegration relationship between non-stationary variables.

5.3 Empirical Estimation of the Real Exchange Rate Equation

Based on the results of the unit root and cointegration tests in section 5.2, we can now set

up the model for the real exchange rate equation. This model includes first differences of the

1(1) variables and the 1(0) variables in the level form. So, the real exchange rate equation

estimated is:

01 n2 n3

ARERt =a + L~li EXDCt-i + L~2iRDEHt.i + L~3i RNEXt-i
iii

n4 oS 06

+ L~4i xc, + L~5i ~GNC-i + L~6i ~TC.i
iii

07 08 n9 010

+ L~7i ~TOTt-i + Lf38iMN\' t-i + Lf39i RPDTt_i + Lf3lOi RIDt.i
iii i

010

+ Lf3lOi RIDt-i + u,
(5.9)
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In specifying a model's lagstructure, we considered the Schwartz and Akaike Information

Criteria.'! (Schwarz, 1978, Judge et al., 1988).

A number of versions of equation (5.9) considering both" bilateral and multilateral real

exchange rates, were estimated using the variables with different proxies as mentioned in

section 5.2. The estimations wereperformed using instrumental variable techniques based on

the endogeneity bias test. The dummy variables were also used to test the constancy of the

parameters ofthe major policy variables.

5.3.1 Instrumental Variable Technique

Here, we estimate the real exchange rate equations using some instrumental variable

techniques. Variables that have potential endogeneity bias are replaced with instrumental

variables. The estimation results of the two cases, bilateral and multilateral real exchange rates

are slightly different. Here, we explain the results separately.

Bilateral Real Exchange Rate Estimation

In the bilateral real exchange rate estimation, we use a instrumental variable instead of the

financial repression variable (RID). The results of three regressions, summarized in Table 5.3,

shows that the Korean won real exchange rate against the U.S.dollar was affected by real

variables (economic fundamentals) andalsoby monetary (nominai) variables.
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Thecoefficients for capital flows (KC), andtradecontrols (~TC) are significantly negative.

Thisindicates that relaxation of the capital controls resulted in an equilibrium real appreciation

and relaxation oftrade controls resulted in a real depreciation. These results generally support

the conventional wisdom thatcanare derived in the theoretical staticmodel. The coefficient of

government consumption (~GNC) shows a mixed insignificant sign, which does not support

the traditional wisdom.

The coefficients of the domestic interest rate control variables (RID), which were

substituted out by the instrumental variables are all negative, yet not significant. From this

result, it is difficult to argue that government interest rate controls in the domestic financial

market resulted in a real appreciation of the won real exchange rate against the U.S.dollar.

Withregard to productivity, the coefficient shows insignificant mixed signs. Using the growth

rate of GDP per employee (RLPTY), the result shows mixed insignificant signs, and using the

GDP growth rate, the coefficient has an insignificant negative sign. It is different from the

expectation. To the extent that theseproxies represent the productivity changes in Korea, we

can saythat the Ricardo-Ballasa effect is not found inKorea.

The coefficients of the macroeconomic policies, the excess supply of domestic credit

(EXDC), or the increased rate of domestic credit (RDC), and the ratio of fiscal deficit

(RDEH), are significantly negative. This result supports the view that unsustainable

(inconsistent) macroeconomic policies results in a real exchange rate disequilibrium. That is,

expansionary monetary and fiscal policies resulted in a real appreciation in the short run

through the increase in the price of nontradables.



Table 5.3Bilateral RealExchange Rate Equations (Instrumental Variables)

CONSTANT 0.0016 0.0062 0.0041
(0.2543) (0.8896) (0.628)

EXDC -0.064("' - 0.0618'"
(-2.9186) (-3.0242)

RDC -0.0697""
(-3.3703)

RDEH{ttot_4} -0.119" - 0.1279" -0.0992'
(-2.111) (-2.3382) (-1.9149)

RNEX 0.9020"· 0.8939'" 0.8688"·
(13.6401) (13.8812) (13.0056)

ATOT{ttot_2} - 0.0171 -0.0338 - 0.0196
(-0.1854) (-0.3723) (-0.2109)

KC{ ttot-I} -0.0044' -0.0052" - 0.0041
(-1.6949) (-2.0172) (-1.4807)

AGNC{ttot_1l -0.0542 -0.0477 0.0015
(-0.6408) (-0.5775) (0.0191)

ATC -0.0902''' -0.0874'" - 0.0758'·'
(-3.9202) (-3.8718) (-3.333)

0.022 0.0243 0.012
(0.6045) (0.6817) (0.333)

RLPTY{tto t-5} -0.0203 0.0306
(-0.2421) (0.3765)

RGDP -0.0421
(-0.7829)

RID"{ttot-3} -0.0922 -0.0987 -0.0886
(-1.4136) (-1.5826) (-1.4868)

126
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Table 5.3 (Continued)
Bilateral Real Exchange Rate Equations (Instrumental Variables)

ARER

N

D.W

Q/ Sig.Level

79

0.858

2.139

15.48/0.692

79

0.865

2.139

13.25/0.825

79

0.836

2.148

15.7/0.677

Notes 8:Thefollowing variables wereusedas instnunents:
constant, laggedvariables (l to 5) ofEXDC, ROEH, ~TOT, MNV,RPDTand RID.

Data in parentheses are t statistics. N: Numberofobservations. R2
: The Coefficient of determination.

D.W:DurbinWatsonstatistic. Q: Q statistic(Ljung andBox,1978).
• : 1%significance level. ": 5% significance level. "': 10%significance level.
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The coefficient of nominal exchange rate changes (RNEX), as expected, shows a

significantly positive signwith a largevalue, whichprovidesevidence supporting the view that

nominal depreciation can be a powerful device to reestablish realexchange rate equilibrium.

On the other hand, the coefficient sign of the terms of trade (~TOT) is insignificantly

negative. Therefore, in this case, the result does not support the popular view that

improvements in the terms of trade - an increase in ~TOT - will result in an equilibrium real

appreciation. The coefficient of investment (MNV) is insignificant and positive, which

suggests that, in Korea, investment (capital accumulation) has no obvious effect on the real

exchange rate.

Multilateral Real Exchange Rate Estimation

In the multilateral realexchange rate estimation, we use the instrumental variable instead of

changes in nominal exchange rate (RNEX). The results, summarized in Table 5.4, show that

the real effective exchange rate was affected by both real and nominal variables, though some

coefficients are not significant. Somevariables, however, havedifferent results fromthat ofthe

bilateral exchange rate case, especially, financial repression variables show significant result.

The coefficients of capital flows (KC) and government consumption (i\GNC) show

insignificant mixed signs, which indicates that the effects of capital flows and changes in

government consumption on the real effective exchange rate is ambiguous. The variables of

macroeconomic policy show contradictory results to those of the bilateral exchange rate case.

The increase rate of money supply (L1RMON) and the ratio offiscal deficit (RDEH), both have



Table5.4 Multilateral RealExchange RateEquations (Instrumental Variables)

Alog(REER) AIog(REER) Alog(REER)

CONSTANT 0.0068 - 0.0408
000

-0.0467
000

(0.5128) (-4.4824) (-3.9632)

EXDC -0.0479
(-1.0572)

ARMON{ltol-]} 1.0874"· 0.7484"·
(5.6533) (4.5597)

RDEH{ltol.2} -0.042 0.1141 0.1693"0
(-0.44) (1.456) (2.1641)

RNEX" 1.080(0. 1.0428··· 1.1447
000

(7.0478) (6.982) (7.1138)

Alog(TOT) - 0.0235 -0.1967 -0.0997
(-0.1975) (-1.6359) (-0.8611)

KC{ltol-3} -0.0069 -0.0023 0.0024
(-1.0431) (-0.3444) (0.3581)

Alog(GNC){ltot_3} 0.0816 -0.1481 - 0.2108
(0.2552) (-0.5022) (-0.7164)

Alog(TC) {ttot-I} - 0.0316 - 0.1243.
0

- 0.1281.0•

(-0.5351) (-2.1454) (-2.1599)

Alog(lNV) 0.091 0.113 0.1187
(1.2797) (1.4628) (1.1474)

RLPfY{tto t-2} -0.0542 0.63980••
(-0.3242) (3.704)

RGDP 0.4273"00
( 3.2316)

RID{ttot-3} - 0.3585
00•

(-3.6614)
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Table 5.4(Continued)
Multilateral Real Exchange RateEquations (Instrumental Variables)

tllog(REER) tllog(REER) tllog(REER)

ARIDD{ttot-2} - 0.0157··· - 0.0136···
(-2.991) (-2.6038)

N 80 80 80

R2 0.674 0.685 0.666

D.W 1.45 1.699 1.573

Q / Sig.Level 19.0110.521 14.16/0.822 16.58/0.68

Notes a:The following variables wereused as instruments:
constant, laggedvariables (1 to 4)ofEXDC, RDEH, RNEX, L\TOT, KC, L\GNC,
L\TC, AINVand RPDT, currentandlagged variables (1) of consumer pricesofthe
major sevencountries: U.S.,Japan, Canada, Germany, UnitedKingdom, France, Netherlands,
and bilateralexchange ratesofthese countries againstu.s. dollar.

Data in parentheses are t statistics. N:number of observations. R2
: The Coefficient ofdetermination.

D.W: Durbin Watson statistic. Q:Q statistic.
• : 1% significance level. ..: 5%significance level. ...: 10%significance level.
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significant positive signs. The coefficient of productivity, has a significant positive sign.

However, trade controls (~TC) is significantly negative, which implies that relaxation of trade

controls resulted in a real effective exchange rate depreciation, as in the previous bilateral real

exchange rate case.

Onthe otherhand, the coefficients of domestic interest ratecontrols (RID,~D) all have

significant negative signs. This suggests that interest rate controls in the domestic financial

market (financial repression), in Korea, resulted in an equilibrium real appreciation, weakening

international competitiveness. The coefficient of changes in the nominal exchange rate

(RNEX), which wasreplaced withaninstrumental variable hasa significant positive sign witha

largevalue. Thisalso provides evidence that, inKorea, changes in nominal exchange rate can

be a powerful device to maintain a stable real effective real exchange rate.

5.3.2 The Use of Dummy Variables

As discussed in Chapter 4, since the 1980s, the Korean economy experienced structural

adjustment and the Korean government promoted various deregulation measures. Especially,

there was a substantial relaxation of trade controls during the 1980s and early 1990s. At the

same time, monetary andfiscal policies have beentightened since the 1980s. In line with this,

controls over domestic financial markets and capital markets have also been relaxed gradually

since the 1980s even though it is not as intensive as the relaxation of trade controls.

Considering these policy changes, the parameter estimates in the model may not be constant

overtime.
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In this section, therefore, we introduce some dummy variables to test whether there were

some changes in the effects of major policy variables on the real exchange rates since the

1980s. In estimation, we used four dummy variables for the major policy variables; capital

controls (KC), trade controls (ATC), government consumption (AGNC), and financial

repression (RID). Here, we omitted the insignificant variables of the previous estimation

(ATOT, MNV), to preserve sufficient degrees offreedom.

In thiscase, the real exchange rateequation is specified as follows:

nl n2

MffiRt = a + ~f31i EXDCt.i + ~f32i RDEHt.i
i i

oJ n4 n4

+ ~f33i RNExt.i + ~f34iKCt'i + ~f3'4i (DM*KC~.i
iii

n5 n5 n6

+ ~f3Si AGNCt.j + ~f3'si(DM*AGNC)t'i + ~f36iATCt.i
iii

n6 n7 n7

+ ~f3·6i(DM*ATC~.j + ~f37iRIDt.i + ~f3'7i(DM*RID~'i + u, (5.10)
iii

whereDM = 0 during 1970 - 1979
1 during 1980 - 1993

A number ofversions ofequation (5.10) concentrated on the bilateral real exchange rate were

estimated usingthe sameinstrumental variable technique.
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In this estimation, we also use an instrumental variable instead of the financial repression

variable (RID). The estimation results using dummy variables are summarized in Table 5.5.

From this result, some important implications canbe derived. First of all, the coefficient of the

dummy variable for trade control (DM*.1TC) changed to a positive sign, among which, one is

significant. Thisis contrary to the sign oftradecontrols (.1TC), which implies that the effect of

the relaxation of trade control (trade liberalization) on the real exchange rate have changed

since the 1980s. This result indicates that trade liberalization, under the repressed domestic

financial market, will not necessarily result inan equilibrium real depreciation in the short - run.

This supports the result, derived in Chapter 3. That is, in an economy where financial

repression is more severe than the tradecontrols, as intheKorean economy, the effects oftariff

reduction maynot result in a real depreciation. Thisis because the income effects are induced

by the financial repression can operate in the opposite direction (i.e., negative effect) and

dominate the positive substitution effect. The coefficients of the dummy variables for

government consumption (DM*.1GNC) hasan insignificant negative sign. On the other hand,

allthe dummy variables of financial repression showinsignificant positive signs.

5.3.3 Using Ordinary Least Squares and the Error Correction Model

In section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, we estimated the real exchange rate equations using instrumental

variables and dummy variables. This is based on the result ofthe endogeneity test. However,

considering that there may be some weakness of the endogeneity test we have taken, we

additionally estimated the real exchange rate using Ordinary Least Squares. The results of
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these estimations using OLS showalmost the same results as those ofthe estimations using an

instrumental variable technique, with some difference in significance in some variables. (see

Appendix F, Table F.I through F.3). In the caseof the bilateral real exchange rate equations,

changes in government consumption (L\GNC) and financial repression (RID) show significant

negative signs in the Ordinary Least Squares estimations. In the case of multilateral real

exchange rate estimations, OLSresults inthe coefficients of tradecontrols (L\TC), andthe ratio

offiscal deficit (RDEH), having insignificant mixed signs. Using dummy variables, OLSresults

give all dummy variables for trade controls (DM*L\TC) significant positive signs. This seems

to strongly support the argument, in section 5.3.2, that trade liberalization under a repressed

domestic financial market may not result ina real depreciation.

As Kremers et aI. (1992) suggests, we also estimated the real exchange rateequation using

an error correction model by assuming a cointegration relationship between non-stationary

variables. The result of these estimations are the same as those of the estimations using the

OLS method. There is no difference in signs and significance, and the error correction terms

are all insignificant. (seeAppendix Tables FA andF.5).



Table 5.5 Bilateral Real Exchange Rate Equations(Dummy variables)

l\RER l\RER

CONSTANT -0.0032 0.0097 -0.0095""" .
(-0.7815) (1.2948) (-4.0512)

EXDC -0.0483"""
(-2.028)

ROC - 0.0773
(-3.0483)

~ON{ttot.l} -0.0776
(-0.684)

ROEH{ttot-4} -0.0509 -0.0873 -0.0038
(-0.8672) (-1.4814) (-0.0719)

RNEX 0.8692""" 0.8984""' 0.7933"'"
(11.9017) (12.4151) (11.0119)

KC{ ttot-I} 0.0034 0.0052 -0.0069
(0.4407) (0.5573) (-0.9105)

DM*KC{ttot_l} -0.0055 -0.0087 -0.005
(-0.7266) (-0.8698) (0.6904)

AGNC{ttot_l} -0.0877 0.0973 0.1452
(0.8095) (0.9195) (1.2829)

DM*AGNC{ttot.l} -0.1495 - 0.145 -0.2338
(-1.0379) (-1.0909) (-1.6161)

ATC -0.0896""" - 0.0997"'" -0.0665
(-2.8809) (-3.1917) (-1.8354)

DM*ATC 0.0596 0.0719" 0.0393
(1.3685) (1.6417) (0.8352)

RlDB{ttot.3} -0.1222 -0.1198' -0.1816"
(-1.5966) (-1.6641) (2.4158)
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Table 5.5 (Continued)
Bilateral Real Exchange RateEquations (Dummy Variables)

LillER LillER LillER

DM*RID{tlot_3} 0.0795 0.0907 0.0912
(0.9137) (0.9852) (0.9942)

N 79 79 79

R2 0.861 0.873 0.856

D.W 2.186 2.265 2.066

Q/ Sig. Level 20.35/0.374 22.97/0.239 19.99 /0.395

Notes 8: Use instrumental variable used in Table5.3.

Data in parenthesis are t statistics. N:Number ofobservations. R2
: Coefficient ofdetermination.

D.W:Durbin- Watson statistic. Q: Q statistic.
•••: 1%Significance level. •• : 5 % significance level. ": 10% significance level.

DM= 0 during 1970 - 1979, 1 during 1980 - 1993.
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ENDNOTES

I Edwards suggests to the terms suchas excess supply of domestic credit (or the growthrate
of growthdomestic credit) and ratio of fiscal deficit as the measure of {Z, - Z*t}.

2 This index of the real exchange rate has been strongly recommended by Harberger (1986)
and Diaz-Alezandro(1986). A number of researchers use these proxies for the (bilateral) real
exchange rate.

3 We consider the weight of Korean exports to the major trading partners and the export
weights of thesecountries to the worldmarket.

4 The weights of these countries are as follows: U.S.A; 0.36726, Japan; 0.23277, Canada;
0.06370, ux., 0.07617, Germany; 0.13964, France; 0.06889, Netherlands; 0.05156.

S This is the effect that a real appreciation is induced by high productivity in the tradable
sector. Ifproductivity in the tradablesector is higher than in the non-tradable sector, the high
productivity inthe tradable sector lowerstheprice of tradables, inducing a realappreciation. In
addition, withhigh productivity in the tradable sector, domestic wages increase, which leads to
an increase inthe priceof nontradables, which results inadditional real appreciation.

6 According to Engle and Granger (1987), the variables will be cointegrated if: (a) All the
variables are integrated of order 1, 1(1). (b) There exists a linear combination of the 1(1)
variables which is stationary( i.e.,1(0)).

7 Thiscointegration testswere undertaken using 1(1) variables among the variables specified in
section (5.2.1). However, considering that there have been policy changes during the period
for this test, it is meaningful to incorporate policy change variables additionally in the
cointegrating regressions. This is because considering this additional variable, the result of
cointegration tests could be different. Therefore, we considered a dummy variable for trade
controls, which was used in the empirical estimation of the cointegration tests. This dummy
variable for trade controls is also 1(1), which supposedly reflects the comprehensive policy
changes in trade control since the 1980s. The tests, however, give the same result, non
cointegration between the1(1) variables.

8 Estimated Critical values: Pro + PI / T + pz /T2

where: Pro: Estimated asymptotic critical values.
PI: Coefficient on T I inresponse surface regression.
Pz: Coefficient on T 2 inresponse surface regression.
T: number of observations intheunitroot test regression
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9 Granger-Causality test is undertaken using thefollowing equation:

m m

x, = ~ (a.;Xt-i) + :E (J3i~.i) + 81
i=1 i=1

whereXt: explanatory variable
~: real exchange rate

The null hypothesis of thistest is that thecoefficients ~.i for I = 1,2 , mare
jointly insignificant. Accordingly, ifthe null hypothesis is rejected, we canconclude
that e causes y, and that in thiscase, endogeneity biasexists.

10 Thisis to test for the presence ofendogeneity. Theideaof this methodisas follows:
In a simple equation, YI = a.Xt + 81, if there is no endogeneity in X, then, X and 8 are
uncorrelated. Related to the weakness to of the endogeneity test, Pindyck and Rubinfeld
(1991) note that there is a weakness of the causality test that a third variable might in fact be
causing the dependent variables. Jacob et. al (1979) argues that it is not possible to infer the
direction of causation from observed correlations. This is becausethe null hypothesis tested is
necessary but not sufficient to imply causality, andany specification error renders the causality
test results uninterpretable.

11 Yoshida(1990) notes that in the case of quarterly data, 4 - 6 lags is said to be sufficient
unlessimportant explanatory variables are omitted.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Since the collapse of theBretton-Woods system inthe early 1970s, real exchange rates both

in developed and developing countries have shown substantial variation. In particular, some

countries, such as the Southern Cone countries, have suffered from high real exchange rate

volatility, which has led to higher levels of macroeconomic instability and lower rates of

economic growth. With this recent experience in mind, developing countries have frequently

triedto adopt a real targetapproach. Many developing countries use the real exchange rateas

an important policy variable which measures external competitiveness to achieve

macroeconomic goals, such as income andemployment growth.

These experiences of real exchange rate volatility called forth two major new theoretical

explanations ofreal exchange rate determination, theMonetary Approach with Sticky - Prices,

and the general equilibrium approach. Accordingly, the issue of real exchange rate

determination based on the foregoing theories has been givenmuch attention in the literature.

This attention has resulted in some empirical studies being performed. Studies on real

exchange rate variations areclosely related to the stabilization andliberalization policies. Most

of these studies focused on determination of the real exchange rates, and on the effects of

monetary and realfactors.

In this dissertation, we concentrate on the issue of real exchange rate determination paying

particular attention to the case of financially repressed developing countries. This study

analyzes how the equilibrium real exchange rate reacts to external shocks and to various
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government monetary and fiscal policies, and trade and capital market liberalization policies,

under conditions of financial repression. Our analysis makes use of the framework ofa general

equilibrium intertemporal model. We then apply our theoretical results to generate some

empirical implications for the caseof the Korean economy.

In Chapter 2, we reviewed various real exchange rate concepts. We also reviewed studies

of real exchange rate determinants. We focused on the theoretical models and empirical

studies.

In Chapter 3, we established a theoretical framework that can be used to analyze real

exchange ratedeterminants. First, we developed an intertemporal real model of a small open

economy. This is an extension ofEdwards'(1991) model, introducing financial repression, one

ofthe typical structural factors that affect the real exchange rates in developing countries. The

concept of equilibrium real exchange rate and the modeling strategy were also discussed.

Second, using an established intertemporal model, we undertook various comparative static

analyses, considering the effects on the real exchange rates of various government policies,

deregulation of the financial market, relaxation ofthe capital andtrade controls, and changes in

government consumption.

The major findings are as follows. First, in the most plausible case, whenthese is no initial

distortionof financial repression, financial repression generates a real appreciation in the short

run. However, when there is an initial distortion of financial repression, this effect can be

changed. In line withthis, undertrade controls, this effect can also be changed. The effect on

the real exchange ratedepends on the relative importance of the preexisting financial repression

and the preexisting trade controls. In a high tariff economy, financial deregulation may
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generate a real depreciation. Wealso noted that these results arevalid bothin the absence and

in the presence of capital controls. Second, the effect of the relaxation of the capital controls

on the real exchange rate depends on the factor intensity of the tradables and nontradables.

And these effect can be changed in the presence of financial repression. Under financial

repression, indirect income effects areinduced. This additional income effect may change the

results which are expected without thefinancial repression. Third, conventional wisdom notes

that a tariff reduction (hike) will generate a real exchange rate depreciation (appreciation).

However, under financial repression, contrary to thistraditional wisdom, a tariffreduction will

not necessarily result in an equilibrium real depreciation. And the effects of tariffchanges on

the equilibrium real exchange rate may be changed by the relative importance of the financial

repression andthe level of the tariffrate. Fourth, contrary to boththe recent study by Edwards

(1991) and to the traditional literature, under financial repression, an increase in government

consumption may result in a real depreciation. This is because with the initial distortion of

financial repression, additional income effects are induced, which may operate in the opposite

direction as the substitution effect.

In Chapter 4, we reviewed the economic policy changes in Korea over the past three

decades centering on recent stabilization and deregulation policies. Related to these policy

changes, we reviewed the financial structure inKorea, which canbe characterized as repressive

and lagged behind the real sector. We reviewed the exchange rate system and exchange rate

behavior over the past three decades. We also reviewed the studies of real exchange rate

determination in Korea. The Korean experience is a good example for the other developing

countries.
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In Chapter 5, based on the theoretical framework, we analyzed empirically how the real

exchange rates (both bilateral and multilateral) respond to various government policies and

external shocks. Using Korean quarterly data, we derived some empirical implications which

supports the results derived in Chapter 3. The Korean won real exchange rates were affected

by the real variables (economic fundamentals) and also by monetary variables. Interest rate

controls in the domestic financial market in Korearesulted in an equilibrium real appreciation.

We also found an important implication that, in Korea, since the 1980s, the effect of trade

liberalization (tariffreduction) on the real exchange rate has changed, which implies that trade

liberalization under financial repression may not result in a real depreciation, contrary to

conventional wisdom.

The results of the theoretical analysis and empirical estimation suggest a number of policy

implications for Korea and other developing countries. First, the authorities in these countries

are advised to take measures to cope with the expected effects of economic liberalization

policy on the real exchange rates. Now, many developing countries, including Korea, are

promoting economic liberalization policies intensively. In particular, in Korea, financial

liberalization is scheduled to be completed by 1997. Most importantly, the deregulation in

domestic financial market is suggested to be takenconsidering the relative importance of trade

controls, andviceversa. Abruptderegulation of interest rates may result in a realdepreciation.

Relaxation of the capital controls is to be taken considering capital intensity and also

considering financial repression. Second, related to government consumption changes, the

authorities should also be advised to consider the impact of controlled domestic interest rates.
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Third, it can be strongly suggested that in developing countries, changes in the nominal

exchange rate canbe a powerful device to adjust realexchange rates.

In addition, thisstudysuggests that it is necessary to be more careful whendoingempirical

estimation to analyze the specific policy cases. This is because the results are frequently

ambiguous for highly-distorted economies.

This study attempted to explain the real exchange ratevariations by introducing the typical

situation in developing countries ofa repressed domestic financial market. However, this study

has some limitations. First of all, the theoretical model simplified the financial institutions to

characterize the financially repressed natureof the economy. In developing countries, a money

market also exists even though it is underdeveloped. An unofficial money market plays an

important role in developing countries. As Kahkonen suggests, adding an operating unofficial

money marketwouldbe an interesting extension. Second, related to the empirical estimation,

we tried to find the appropriate proxies for each variable. However, in some variables, it is

necessary to find the most appropriate proxies that theory suggests, especially, trade control,

productivity, and financial repression. Along with the foregoing defect, the short estimation

period is another limitation of this study. Lastly, this study does not suggest the optimal

sequence of the liberalization policies.
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APPENDIXA

SIGNOF THEDETERMINANT AND DERIVATION OFTHEMARGINAL
PROPENSITY TO CONSUME

1. Sign ofthe Determinant ofMatrix on LHS of equation (3.24)

1.1 Stability Condition

By following Edwards(1991), dynamic behavior of the price of nontradable goods can be

depicted by the following equations, (A.6) and (A.7). The intuition for this is that excess

demand will generatean increase in priceofnontradables.

(A.6)

(A.7)

whereAl and A2 are speed ofadjustment, bothgreaterthan0

UsingTaylorexpansions of(A.6) and(A.7) around equilibrium prices, and dropping second

and higher order terms, we obtain
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Denotingthe RHSmatrix asA, stability of the system requires

DetA>O trA<O

Therefore

3.2 Sign of the Determinant

Under the assumption of no financial repression, the determinant of the LHS of equation

(3.24) is derived asfollows:

(A 10)

Using the above stability condition (A8), the sign of this determinant, L\ can be signed as

positive.
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Under the assumption of financial repression, the determinant consists of (A 10) and

additional terms, which underusual stability requirements ispositive.

2. Derivation ofthe Marginal Propensity to Consume (MPC)

By following Kahkonen (1987), we canestablish the following identities.

EI
I[ 1t1

, fP1t2, V(1tt, fP1t2, y)] = Dl
x(1t\ fP1t2, y)

Epl[ 1t1, fP1t2, V(1tt, fP1t2
, y)] = DI

M(1t
I
, fP1t2, y)

Eql [ 1t1, fP1t2, V(1tI, 8D1t2, y)] = DIN (1tI,8D1t2, y)

E [1t I
, fP1t2, V(1tI

, fP1t2, y)] = y

whereD l
x, DIM, DIN are Marshallian (uncompensated) demand functions, and V is the

indirect utility function.

Differentiating withrespect to y results inthe following:



anl
X / Oy = E 1w Vy

anl
N / Oy = E q1w Vy

anl
M / Oy = EplwVy

EwVy=1 (i.e., v,» lIEw)
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Combining these we derive the marginal propensity to consume on the three goods in

period1as follows.
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APPENDIXB

BRIEF mSTORY AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR FINANCIAL
LmERALIZATION IN KOREA

(Source: Ministry ofFinance, Korea, 1993, BankofKorea, 1994)

1. Major Steps in Interest Rate Deregulation

June 1981: Introduced commercial paper (CP) at unregulated discount rates.

June 1982: Allowed yields on corporate bondsto fluctuate within certain limits.

January 1984: Introduced a bond system for banks' loanrates.

July 1984: Allowed banks to set interest rates on deposits bymaturity, andon loans
bytypewithin maxima.

November 1984: Expanded thefluctuation bandof banks' loan rates. Also abolished ceilings
on inter-bank call rates, andissue rates of unguaranteed corporate bonds.

March 1986: Freed issue rates on CDs, guaranteed corporate bonds and financial debentures.
Linked issuerates on Monetary Stabilization Bondsto market interest rates.

December 1988: Implemented a comprehensive interest rate deregulation. However, they
soonbacktracked on these measures as macroeconomic conditions turned unfavorable.

November 1991: Implemented the first stageof interest rate deregulation under the four - stage
plan announced inAugust 1991.

November 1993: Launched the second stageofinterest rate deregulation.

2. Highlights ofCapital Market Opening

January 1981: Announcement of'long-term blueprint for capital market opening.
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- 1981 - 84: Setup international investment trusts.
- 1985 - 87: Allow limited direct securities investment by foreigners.
- 1988 - 90: Gradually lift limit onforeign investment.
- Early 1990s: Allow investment inforeign securities by domestic investors.

July 1983: Permission forforeign equity participation in large domestic securities companies

May 1984: Establishment of first closed-end international investment vehicle. (The Korea
Fund).

November 1985: Domestic firms allowed to issue convertible bonds to foreigners.

December 1988: Announcement of revised medium-term capital market opening plan.

- Capital increase of existing funds for foreign investors.
- Expansion ofoverseas securities issues bydomestic firms.
- Expansion of international business of Korean securities companies.

November 1990: Permission for establishment of foreign securities companies, branches and
jointventure companies.

January 1992: Foreigners allowed to invest directly inKorean securities market.

3. Plan for Deregulation of Interest Rates

1. FirstStage(November 1991)

Lending Rates

- Bankoverdrafts anddiscounts on commercial bills, apartfrom loans assisted byBank of
Korearediscounts.

- Discounts on commercial paper andtrade bills of investment andfinance companies etc.

- Overdue loans.
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DepositRates

- Short-term, largedenomination deposit instruments such as CDs, tradebills,
commercial paperandRPs.

- Long-term timedeposits andmoney-in-trust witha maturity of at least 3 years.

Bond IssueRates

- Corporatebondswitha maturity of at least 2 years.

2. Second Stage(December 1993)

Lending Rates

- All loans ofbanksandnon-bank financial institutions (excluding government-financed loans
and loans rediscounted byBankofKorea).

DepositRates

- Long-term deposits withmaturity of over2 years (time deposits andinstallment savings
ofbanks, mutual timedeposits andinstallment savings etc.).

Bond IssueRates

- Corporatebondswitha maturity ofless than2 years andall financial debentures.

- Monetary Stabilization Bonds andallgovernment andpublic bonds.

3. ThirdStage(1994- 1996)

Lending Rates

- 1994- 1995: Loansfinanced byBankofKorea rediscounts.
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- 1996:Loansfrom banking funds on which the interest rate short-fall is compensated
for fromfiscal funds (special equipment loans, etc.)

Deposit Rates

- Further deregulation of shorttermmarketable products (phasing out regulations on issues
and maturities).

- Depositsexcluding demand deposits (Introduction offinancial products linked to market rates
such asMoneyMarket Certificates andMoneyMarketFunds).

4. Fourth Stage(during 1997)

DepositRates

- Settingup planforgradual deregulation of demand deposits.

- Reviewing the abolition of restrictions on short-term money market instruments.

4. Plan for Capital Market Opening

1. First Stage(1993)

Stock Market

- Eliminate ceiling onforeigners' stockinvestment incompanies where over50% ofthe
equityis held byforeigners.

Others

- Allowed foreign investment trusts, andinvestment consulting companies to participate in the
equityof domestic investment trust firms (up to 10%, for all foreign firms, or up to 5%
for each).
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2. Second Stage(1994 - 1995)

StockMarket

- Raise direct stockinvestment ceiling forforeigners.

- Accord national treatment in stock investment to residents who are defined as foreigners
underthe Securities Exchange Act(1994).

- Relax requirements for opening branches byforeign securities companies (1994).

BondMarket

- Allow international organizations to issue won-denominated bondsinthe
domestic market (1995).

- Allow direct purchase of equity-linked securities such as convertible bondsissued
by small andmedium sized enterprises (1994).

- Allow underwriting ofgovernment andpublic bonds at international interest rates
inthe primary market (1994).

- Allow foreigners to invest inbond-type beneficiary certificates (1995).

- Permit establishment of domestic representative offices offoreign credit rating firms (1994).

- Raise ceilings on equity participation byforeign investment andtrust companies, and
investment advisory firms (1995).

3. Third Stage(1996 - 1997)

StockMarket

- Continue to raise limits on stock investment byforeigners inindividual companies.
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BondMarket

- Allow direct investment in small and medium enterprises' long-term and
non-guaranteed bonds (1997).

- Raise the ceiling on equity participation byforeign credit rating firms (1996).

5. Foreign Exchange Liberalization

1. FirstStage(1993)

Foreign Exchange Rate

- Expanded range ofdaily interbank foreign exchange ratefluctuation from 0.8% to 1.0%
of the previous day'smarket average rate(October 1993).

Foreign Exchange Position

- Raised the ceiling on overall foreign exchange oversold position from 10to 20 million
U.S. dollars (July 1993).

Documentation Requirements

- Raised the ceiling on foreign currency deposits without needto present underlying documents
from 200 to 300million U.S.dollars (July 1993).

- Extended the time limit forsubmitting underlying documents from 30 daysto
45 days (July 1993).

Korean WonInternationalization
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- Permitted visible exportor import settlement inKorean won up to
100,000 U.S.dollars (October 1993).

- Allowed non-residents to open"freewon accounts." (October1993).

2. Second Stage (1994- 1995)

ForeignExchange Rate

- Furtherexpandrangeofdaily interbank foreign exchange rate fluctuations.

ForeignExchange Position

- Improvedforeign exchange position management system bytaking intoaccount
bothbills boughtandnetworth(October 1993).

- Adjust the oversold position limit ofspot transactions of the foreign exchange market.

Documentation Requirements

- Exemptedforward transactions betweenforeign currencies from underlying documentation
requirement (October1993).

- Abolished ceiling on foreign currency deposits exempted fromunderlying documentation
requirement (October1993).

- Expanded ceiling on forward transactions between foreign exchange andKoreanwon
(October 1993).

KoreanWon Internationalization

- Raisedceiling on settlement inwon for visible transactions.
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3. Third Stage(1997)

Foreign Exchange Rate

- Pursuethe settlement of a free-floating foreign exchange ratesystem.

Foreign Exchange Position

- Change the main objective of foreign exchange rate position management toward
the promotion of the soundness of foreign exchange banks.

Documentation Requirements

- Completely exempt normal transactions from underlying documentation requirements, but
maintain the principle of real demand.

Korean WonInternationalization

- Gradually expand the scope of external settlements using woncurrency to include invisible
transactions in addition to visible transactions.

6. Capital Account Liberalization

1. FirstStage(1993)

DirectInvestment

- Prepared pre-notification plan forforeign direct investment.

- Simplified application procedures andeaserestrictions on overseas direct investment.

Overseas Funding for Companies
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- Extended deferred payment period for import of raw materials, for export purposes, from
90 daysto 120days (April 1993).

- Introduced a notification system instead of theprior approval system forKorean companies
wanting to issuebondsoverseas (April 1993).

- Permitted high-tech foreign-invested service companies (July 1993)and high-tech foreign
invested manufacturing companies (January 1993), to borrow short-term overseas capital.

Overseas Stock Investments

- Permitted individual investors to make indirect overseas portfolio investment through
investment companies (April 1993).

- Raised the ceiling on overseas portfolio investment ofinstitutional investors from 50 - 100
to 100- 200 million U.S.dollars (October 1993).

2. SecondStage (1994- 1996)

DirectInvestment

- Expandthe sectors opento foreign direct investment andfurthersimplify the investment
procedures.

- Increase minimum investment size of overseas direct investment projects requiring
notification to authorities.

Overseas Funding for Companies

- Gradually expand scopeof short-term overseas borrowings to general manufacturing
firms inwhichforeigners have invested.

- Furtherease deferred payment period for imports.

Overseas Stock Investments

- Completely lift restrictions on overseas portfolio investment by institutional investors.



- Raisethe ceiling onthe overseas portfolio investment of individual investors.
3. ThirdStage(1997)

Direct Investment

- Introducea full-fledged notification system for foreign direct investment.

- Switchfrom priorapproval system to a notification system inoverseas directinvestment.

Overseas Funding for Companies

- Permit introduction of commercial loans from abroad ifeconomic conditions suchas
balance ofpayments, anddomestic-international interest rategap are favorable.

- Extend deferred payment periodto international norm.
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APPENDIXC

SOURCE OF DATA

1. Monthly Bulletin, Bank of Korea: Korean Data

- Domestic Credit (1971-1993)
- Money Supply (M2' 1970-1993)
- Reserve Money (1971-1993)
- Fiscal Deficit (-) or Surplus (1970-1993)
- Unit Value Index (Exportsand Imports, 1970-1993)
- won/U.S.dollar (1970-1993)
- Capital Accounts (1970-1993)
- Deposit Rate (1970-1993)
- Corporate Bond Yield (1972.2-1993)
- ConsumerPrice Index (1970-1993)
- Producer Price Index (1970-1993)
- Persons Employed (1970-1993)

2. National Accounts, Bank of Korea: Korean Data

- Gross DomesticProduct (1970-1993)
- Government Consumption (1970-1993)
- Gross Fixed Capital Formation (1970-1993)
- Import Duties (1970-1993)

3. Bankof Korea

- Curb Market Interest Rate in Korea (1970-1993)

4. Korea Productivity Center

- Labor Productivity Index (1970-1993)

5. International FinancialStatistics, International Monetary Fund

- Treasury Bill Rate in U.S.A. (1970-1993)
- ConsumerPrice Index in U.S.A. (1970-1993)
- Producer Price Index in U.S.A. (1970-1993)
- Y/U.S.dollar (1970-1993)
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- Consumer Price Index in Japan (1970-1993)
- Wholesale Price Index in Japan (1970-1993)
- Canadian dollar/U.S.dollar (1970-1993)
- Consumer Price Index in Canada (1970-1993)
- Producer Price Index in Canada (1970-1993)
- U.S.dollar/Pound (1970-1993)
- Consumer Price Index in United Kingdom (1970-1993)
- Manufacturing Output Price Index in United Kingdom (1970-1993)
- DM/U.S.dollar (1970-1993)
- Consumer Price Index in Germany (1970-1993)
- Industrial Products Index in Germany (1970-1993)
- FFr/U.S.dollar (1970-1993)
- Consumer Price Index in France (1970- 1993)
- Producer Price Index in France (1970-1993)
- Netherlands Guilder/U.S.dollar (1970-1993)
- Consumer Price Index in Netherlands (1970-1993)
- Final Products Price Index in Netherlands (1970-1993)

6. Direction of Trade Statistics Yearbook, International Monetary Fund

- Korean Exports to the major Trading Partners: U.S.A., Japan, Canada,
United Kingdom, Germany, France and Netherlands (1970-1993)

- Exports of these Countries to the World Market (1970-1993)
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APPENDIXE

RESULT OF CAUSALITY TESTS

1. ARER: Three Lagged Value

Null Hypothesis: MffiRcauses X ( here X iseach explanatory variable in the model)

167

RID: F = 5.4598··
EXDC: F = 1.3652
RDEH: F = 1.3993
KC: F =0.4746
MNV: F = 1.6385
MUDD:F =0.3876

RPDT: F = 4.63256··
ROC: F =0.6126
RNEX: F = 1.9539
AGNC: F = 0.2183
RLPTY: F = 0.6031

EXMON: F = 1.6289
ARMON: F = 0.7449
ATOT: F = 0.7603
ATC: F = 0.9969
RGDP: F = 1.3267

where ••: 1% significance level

2. AREER: Four Lagged Value

NullHypothesis: MffiER causes X ( here X is each explanatory variable in the model)

RNEX: F = 3.3329·
EXDC: F = 1.3092
RDEH: F =1.4787
KC: F = 0.6038
MNV: F = 1.3588
MUDD:F = 1.0965

RPDT: F = 3.1355·
ROC: F =0.9701
RID: F =0.9473
AGNC: F= 1.1698
RLPTY: F = 0.3029

EXMON: F = 0.8765
ARMON: F = 0.2727
ATOT: F = 0.4502
ATC: F =0.8346
RGDP: F = 1.6781

where ': 5 % significance level



APPENDIXF

TABLES

TableF.I Bilateral Real Exchange Rate Equations (OLS)

CONSTANT 0.0145'" 0.0238'" 0.0038 0.0088
(3.0684) (4.3122) (0.551) (1.4825)

EXDC -0.0732'" -0.0677"" -0.68'"
(-4.0859) (-2.7538) (-3.2544)

ROC -0.0914'"
(-5.0219)

ROEH{ttot-4} -0.1853'" - 0.204'" - 0.154'" -0.1041""
(-4.5255) (-5.2263) (-2.632) (-2.027)

RNEX 0.8527'" 0.8628'" 0.8869'" 0.8033""
(15.2174) (16.1981) (12.5675) (11.1225)

ATOT{ttot.2} -0.0609 -0.0677 -0.0708 -0.1553
(-0.7633) (-0.8998) (-0.7613) (-1.5214)

KC{ ttot.l} -0.0029 -0.0046" -0.0055"' -0.0022
(-1.3041) (-2.1463) (-2.0179) (-0.7704)

AGNC{ttot_l} - 0.1953"" - 0.181"" -0.0815 -0.1447'
(-2.7303) (-2.6791) (-0.9092) (-1.7357)

ATC -0.0744'" -0.0676'" - 0.1043"" - 0.0623'"
(-3.7414) (-3.5552) (-4.3098) (-2.5909)

- 0.015 -0.0149 0.0198
(-0.5707) (-0.5981) (0.6109)

RPDT{ttot_ 51 - 0.1542'" - 0.1289'" -0.0994'
(-3.7664) (-3.3098) (-1.8737)
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Table F.l (Continued)
Bilateral RealExchange RateEquations (OLS)

L\RER ARER MrnR ARER.

RLP1Y{ttot-S} -0.0289
(-0.3385)

RID{ttot-3} - 0.145'·· - 0.1572"·· - 0.1127"'
(-3.65) (-4.3112) (2.2593)

MUDD -0.0032
(-1.1051)

N 86 86 86 83

R2 0.881 0.893 0.818 0.806

D.W 1.844 1.813 1.9338 1.478

Q/ Sig. Level 8.17/0.994 6.47/0.999 17.12/0.704 21.68 /0.358

Notes: Datain parenthesis are t statistics. N:Number ofobservations. R2
: Coefficient of determination,

D.W: Durbin Watson statistic. Q: Q statistic.
••• : 1% significance level. •• : 5 % significance level. .: 10% significance level.
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Table F.2 Multilateral Real Exchange RateEquations (OLS)

AREER LlREER

CONSTANT 0.021f· 0.0045 0.0075 - 0.0367"··
(2.0298) (0.5676) (0.6159) (-3.9347)

EXDC -0.0602 -0.0503
(-1.6013) (-1.2114)

ARMON/tto t_l } 0.2226 0.9139···

(1.4421) (4.7192)

RDEH{tlot-2} -0.1141 0.0338 -0.0297 0.1223
(-1.3246) (0.4852) (-0.3596) (1.6145)

RNEX 0.9658··· 1.0356··· 1.0184··· 1.014..••
(8.1986) (9.1167) (8.4267) (7.8519)

ATOT - 0.1222
(-1.1484)

KC{ttot-3} -0.0061 -0.0034 -0.0061 -0.0018
(-1.1972) (-0.6714) (-1.1598) (-0.3088)

AGNC/tto t_ 3} 0.0723 -0.0346 0.1116 -0.1546
(0.2998) (-1.1442) (0.3737) (-0.5008)

ATC{tto t-l} 0.0520 0.0215 -0.0012 -0.0942
(1.0068) (0.4354) (-0.217) (-1.6172)

0.048
(0.8516)

RPDT{ttot_ 4} - 0.1805·· -0.1192
(-2.2346) (-1.4625)

RLPTY{llot- 2} -0.0527 0.5836·'·
(-0.3584) (3.2969)

RID/ tto t-3} - 3.3743'" -0.3843"" - 0.338'"
(4.5561) (-4.7372) (-3.9825)
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Table F.2(Continued)
Multilateral Real Exchange RateEquations (OLS)

AREER .1REER 8REER MrnER

6RIDD{ttot.2} - 0.0155'"
(-2.952)

N 87 87 87 83

R2 0.691 0.705 0.658 0.621

D.W 1.611 1.672 1.654 1.919

Q/ Sig.Level 21.47/0.43 22.24/0.386 24.33/0.277 19.06/0.518

Notes: Data in parenthesis are t statistics. N:Number ofobservations. R2: Coefficient ofdetermination,
D.W:Dwbin Watsonstatistic. Q: Q statistic.

••• : 1%significance level. .': 5 % significance level. ': 10% significance level.
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Table F.3 Bilateral Real Exchange Rate Equations (OLS, Dummy Variables)

CONSTANT 0.0093 0.0236"· 0.0077 0.0155"·
(1.5487) (3.1997) (0.8098) (2.2159)

EXDC -o.osos'"
(-2.5038)

ROC - 0.0994··· - 0.0777"·· -0.0902"··
(-4.3248) (-2.7812) (-3.384)

ROEH(ttot-4} - 0.1678··· - 0.2109··· - 0.2036··· -0.13··
(-3.3691) (-4.5543) (-3.2421) (-2.4755)

RNEX 0.800f·· 0.8427··· 0.7965·" 0.8064"··
(11.3469) (13.0522) (9.1086) (9.1019)

KC( ttot-1} -0.0019 0.0021 0.0058 0.0117
(-1.1876) (0.2134) (0.5777) (1.1278)

DM*KC{tto t-1} -0.0007 -0.0063 -0.0121 - 0.0156
(-0.0596) (-0.6007) (-1.125) (-1.4971)

AGNC(ttot_l} -0.2308·· - 0.1932··· -0.0145 -0.1776
(-2.2278) (-2.0765) (-0.1338) (-1.6212)

DM*,AGNC(ttot_l} 0.1041 0.0863 -0.0674 0.2131
(0.7046) (0.7073) (-0.4479) (1.5173)

ATC - 0.1022"·· - 0.1033"·· - 0.1278··· -0.0948···
(-4.049) (-4.4796) (-4.4877) (-3.0972)

DM*,ATC 0.0906·· 0.0985··· 0.098(· 0.0909··
(2.3614) (2.8007) (2.1081) (1.9249)

RPDT{ttot- 5} -0.1118··· - 0.09·· -0.0437
(-2.2009) (-2.0288) (-0.8766)

RLPTY(tto t-5} 0.0569
(0.6674)
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Table F.3 (Continued)
Bilateral RealExchange RateEquations (OLS,Dummy Variables)

ARER ARER. ARER. ARER

RID{IIoI-3} - 0.1582""" - 0.1373"" -0.1732"""
(-2.2016) (-2.1667) (-2.5752)

DM*RID{ttot-3} 0.0417 0.0345 0.0928
(0.3327) (0.3507) (0.967)

ARJDD{ ttot-2} -0.0061
(-1.3966)

DM*ARJDD{ttot_2} 0.0044
(0.7705)

N 86 86 86 83

R2 0.897 0.914 0.864 0.837

D.W 2.213 2.215 2.215 1.578

Q / Sig. Level 16.61/0.734 20.23/0.567 16.42/0.746 21.72/0.357

Notes: Datain parenthesis are t statistics. N:Nwnber ofobservations. R2: Coefficient ofdetermination.
D.W: DurbinWatsonstatistic. Q: Q statistic.

"... : 1%significance level. ••: 5 % significance level. : 10 % significance level.
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Table FA Bilateral Real Exchange RateEquations (ErrorCorrection Model)

CONSTANT 0.0143··· 0.0233··· 0.0027 o.ous'
(3.2394) (4.4645) (0.3907) (1.9378)

EXDC - 0.0689··· -0.0632"·· -0.0743··
(-4.0174) (-2.6042) (-3.6328)

ROC -0.087"··
(-4.9333)

ROEH{ttot-4} -0.2081··· -0.2367··· -0.2038··' -0.1934·'
(-4.6014) (-5.3424) (-3.1592) (-3.1765)

RNEX 0.8482"·· 0.8584··· 0.908··· 0.7927"··
(15.76) (16.778) (12.9653) (11.2949)

ATar{ttot.2} - 0.0759 -0.0968 -0.2487··
(-{).9008) (-1.2053) (-2.2913)

KC{ tto tv l } -0.0034 -0.0046·· -0.0068·· -0.0016
(-1.5201) (-2.1958) (-2.4248) (-0.548)

AGNC{ttot-)1 -0.2047··· - 0.1866··· - 0.0717 -0.1448·
(-2.9856) (-2.8797) (-{).8157) (-1.7728)

ATC - 0.0848··· -0.079(·· -0.1063·" - 0.0714···
(-4.5106) (-4.4156) (-4.5583) (-2.9599)

0.0055
(0.1595)

RPDTttot-SI -0.161f" -0.1429··· - 0.138'·'
(-3.9403) (-3.6671) (-2.5159)

RLP1Y{tto t-S} -0.0205
(-{).2328)

RID{ttot-3} - 0.1677"· -0.174(·· - 0.137··
(-4.6079) (-4.5958) (-2.4637)
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Table FA (Continued)
Bilateral RealExchange RateEquations (Error CorrectionModel)

MlliR. ~ MlliR. ARER

RIDD{ttot-2} - 0.0025
(-0.874)

MlliR.{t-llot-3} -0.0907 -0.1463 - 0.1488 -0.3539··
(-0.8057) (-1.3672) (-1.1198) (-2.3065)

EC-I - 0.0337 -0.0206 -0.0112 0.0246
(-1.4416) (-0.9168) (-0.3403) (0.7728)

N 86 86 86 83

R2 0.897 0.908 0.826 0.832

D.W 1.885 1.831 1.833 1.323

Q / Sig. Level 6.97/0.998 8.2/0.994 18.38/0.625 22.37/0.321

Notes: Data in parentheses are t statistics. N:numberofobservations. R2: Coefficient of determination,
D.W:DurbinWatsonstatistic. Q: Q statistic.
• : 1%significance level. ••: 5% significance level. ...: 10% significance level.

where in thefirst three estimations, errorcorrection term (BC) is as follows:

EC = RERt - [5.6181 - 0.6973 TOTt - 0.2734 GNC
(23.1739) (-8.532) (-3.3234)

+0.1371 TC -0.6293 INVt ]

(3.7405) (-8.329)

( ) : t - statistics N =95 D.W=0.649 R2=0.556

where in the fourthestimation, error correction term(BC) is as follows:

EC = RERt - [6.0982 - 0.5206 TOTt - 0.1178 GNC
(18.669) (-5.1975) (-1.1125)

+ 0.1395TC - 0.5707INVt - 0.0095 RIDDt-1
(3.7042) (-6.0363) (-2.1613)

() : t - statistics N = 86 D.W= 0.709 R2 = 0.444
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Table F.5 Multilateral Real Exchange RateEquations (ErrorCorrection Model)

MffiER

CONSTANT 0.0177 0.0031 0.0058 -0.0349"0
(1.6038) (0.7126) (0.4601) (-3.5381)

EXDC - 0.0499 -0.0406
(-1.1947) (-0.8904)

ARMON{ttot_l} 0.2656
0

0.950f
o O

(1.6745) (4.5671)

RDEH{ttot-2} -0.0513 0.1002 0.0204 0.1526
00

(-0.5421) (1.2592) (0.2269) (1.9632)

RNEX 0.9201"0' 0.9523••• 0.9666'" 0.8889
000

(7.1292) (7.6322) (7.1959) (6.5815)

aTOT -0.1477 - 0.1417 -0.2669
0'

(-1.343) (-1.329) (-2.2434)

KC{ ttot-3} -0.0065 -0.0027 -0.0058 0.0011
(-1.2258) (-0.5206) (-1.0702) (0.1825)

aGNC{ttot_3} 0.0788 -0.0114 0.0716 -0.1337
(0.3221) (-0.0466) (0.2365) (-0.439)

aTC{ttot_l} 0.0599 0.038 - 0.0105 -0.0674
(1.1202) (0.7009) (-0.1911) (-1.1472)

0.0041 0.0667
(0.0658) (1.1369)

RPDT{ttot-4} -0.1537 -0.1014
(-1.8355) (-1.1681)

RLPIY{ttot-2} -0.0552 0.5419.0•

(-0.3716) (2.9061)

RID{ttot-3} - 0.333"00 -0.3102"0 - 0.2912"0'
(-3.5727) (-3.2267) (-2.9599)
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Table F.5 (Continued)
Multilateral Real Exchange RateEquations (Error Correction Model)

&mER MrnER &mER AREER.

MUDD{ttot.2} -0.0154·"
(-2.8686)

8REER{t_1 tot-3} 0.2658 0.308s" 0.2142 0.1683
(1.644) (1.7957) (1.3468) (0.958)

ECt-1 -0.052 -0.0777 -0.0374 -0.0946
(-0.99) (-1.4256) (-0.6849) (-1.4618)

N 87 87 87 83

R2 0.708 0.731 0.677 0.67

D.W 1.812 1.795 1.904 1.933

Q / Sig. Level 18.85/0.595 19.65/0.543 24.39/10.275 19.14/0.513

Notes: Data in parentheses are t statistics. N:Numberofobservations. R2: Coefficient of determination,
D.W:Durbin Watson statistic. Q: Q statistic. ...
•: 1% significance level. ••: 5% significance level. : 10% significance level.

where in the :first and third estimation, errorcorrection term(EC) is asfollows:

ECt= REERt - [2.9985 - 0.1876 TOTt - 0.5735 GNCt
(12.0858) (-2.2534) (-6.8425)

- 0.0587 TCt - 0.2024 INVt ]

(-1.5705) (-2.6295)

( j : t - statistics N = 95 D.W= 0.442 R2 = 0.394
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where in the secondestimation, errorcorrection term(EC) is as follows:

ECt= REERt - [2.7011 + 0.2755RMONt - 0.1641 TOTt

(8.4517) (1.9829) (-1.79)

- 0.6604 GNCt - 0.0461 TCt - 0.2555INVt ]

(-1.1906) (-1.2545) (-3.2763)

( ) : t - statistics
N=91 D.W=OA87 R2 = 0.389

where in the fourthestimation, errorcorrection term(Ee) is as follows:

ECt= REERt - [4.0428 + 0.02 RMONt + 0.1196TOTt

(17.4324) (0.1641) (1.2193)

- 0.2308 GNCt - 0.0779TCt - 0.0164RIDDt ]

(-2.9626) (-2.7171) (-4.981)

( ) : t - statistics
N=86 D.W=OA02 R2 = 0.431
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